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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Modern smart phones are beginning to be a necessity such as electricity and 

clean water. Advancing technologies have enabled the cellphone to be used as a 

computer with broadband internet. However, the increasing number of users 

and services require higher and higher data rates, which the existing cellular 

technologies such as 4G cannot support. The next generation telecommunication 

standard 5G is the next step that enables the growth of demand in higher data 

rate, higher number of users and features that the 4G does not support. 5G 

requirements are reached with millimeter wave (mmWave) radios and phased 

antenna arrays. The frequencies have to be higher than the ones 4G uses to fit 

the wide bandwidth needed for high data rates because the bands below few 

gigahertz are densely populated. Phased antenna arrays enhance the efficiency 

of the system by focusing the radio signals into narrow beams between devices. 

This way the radio wave energy is not wasted. Power efficiency is in critical role 

in phased arrays especially in mobile devices. The largest power consumers in 

simple wideband systems are typically power amplifiers and data converters. 

However, as large antenna arrays have multiple transmission and receive (TRX) 

chains in parallel, also the power consumption of other blocks may become 

significant. This work studies the distribution of local oscillator (LO) signal to 

mixers of the TRX chains. In a single TRX system, the LO-signal distribution is 

simple and low power because the LO-generation circuitry is only for one chain 

and its location is typically next to the mixers. In case of multiple TRX 

integrated circuit the distribution of the LO signal at mmWave is very lossy and 

the TRX chains have large distances between each other. This work also gives 

the basics of radio frequency IC (RFIC) design and the commonly used blocks 

in the LO distribution network, such as voltage controlled oscillators, frequency 

multipliers and frequency dividers. Focus is put on the frequency dividers and 

as experimental part of the thesis, three current mode logic static frequency 

dividers were designed with a 45-nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) complementary 

metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) process to be used in 5G applications below 

40 GHz. IC Layout of one variant was designed  and its parasitic components 

were extracted and simulated. Parasitic components have big impact on 

performance especially on mmWave frequencies. The parasitics lowered the 

center frequency of the divider from 33 GHz to 22 GHz. 

 

Key words: 5G, RFIC, millimeter wave, phased antenna array, beamforming, 

local oscillator distribution, frequency divider. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

 

Nykypäivänä älypuhelimet ovat alkaneet olla jo itsestäänselvyys siinä missä 

sähkö ja puhdas vesikin. Teknologian kehittyessä matkapuhelimesta on tullut 

erittäin yleinen päätelaite internetin käyttämiseen suurilla datanopeuksilla. 

Käyttäjien määrä kuitenkin jatkaa kasvuaan ja nykyiset palvelut vaativat yhä 

suurempia datanopeuksia, mikä vie olemassa olevat 4G-

tietoliikennejärjestelmät äärirajoille. Seuraavan sukupolven langattoman 

tietoliikenteen standardista, 5G:stä, ollaan kehittämässä seuraajaa, joka kestää 

kasvun suuremmilla datanopeuksilla, käyttäjämäärillä ja monipuolisemmalla 

verkolla mitä 4G ei pysty tarjoamaan. 5G:n mahdollistavat muun muassa 

millimetriaaltoalueen radiot ja vaiheistetut antenniryhmät. 4G taajuuksia 

korkeampia taajuuksia on käytettävä, koska spektrissä muutamaan gigahertsiin 

asti ei ole tilaa uusille laajakaistaisille järjestelmille. Vaiheistetut antenniryhmät 

parantavat järjestelmän tehokkuutta kohdistamalla radiosignaalit kapeiksi 

keiloiksi laitteiden välillä, jolloin energiaa ei kulu hukkaan. Suurien 

antenniryhmien lähetinvastaanottimilla on kuitenkin kiinnitettävä huomiota 

energiatehokkuuteen etenkin mobiililaitteissa. Suurimmat tehonkuluttajat ovat 

yksinkertaisilla laajakaistaisilla järjestelmillä tehovahvistimet ja 

datamuuntajat, mutta koska suurilla antenniryhmillä lähetinvastaanotin (TRX) 

ketjuja on useita, myös muiden lohkojen tehonkulutus voi kasvaa merkittävän 

suureksi. Tämä työ käsittelee paikallisoskillaattorisignaalin (LO) jakamista 

TRX ketjujen miksereille. Yhden TRX-ketjun LO-signaalin jakamisen 

tehonkulutus on merkityksettömän pieni koska LO-signaalin lähde on 

tyypillisesti fyysisesti lähellä ketjun miksereitä. Samalla integroidulla piirillä 

(IC) olevien erillisten TRX-ketjujen etäisyydet ovat kuitenkin suuria, jolloin 

LO-signaalin jako etenkin millimetriaaltosignaaleilla piisirulla usealle ketjulle 

on suurihäviöistä. Työssä tutkitaan LO-signaalin jakoverkon suunnittelua ja 

annetaan perusteet radiopiirien suunnittelusta IC:llä. Tyypillisimmät 

jakoverkon lohkot, kuten jänniteohjatut oskillaattorit, taajuusjakajat ja 

taajuuskertojat käydään läpi, antaen lukijalle kattava katsaus käytössä olevasta 

työkaluista LO-signaalin jakamiseen. Työn lopussa käydään läpi käytännön 

suunnitteluvuo 45nm piiprosessilla yhdestä LO-signaalin jakoverkon 

komponentista: virtalogiikkaan perustuvasta staattisesta taajuusjakajasta. 

Taajuusjakajasta suunniteltiin kolme eri versiota jotka soveltuvat 5G-

sovelluksiin alle 40 GHz:n taajuusalueisiin. Yhdestä jakajasta piirrettiin IC-

layout, jonka parasiittiset komponentit ekstraktoitiin ja simuloitiin. 

Ekstraktoinnilla on suuri merkitys etenkin millimetriaaltoalueen IC-piireillä, 

sillä parasiittiset komponentit heikentävät toimintaa. Suunnitellun 

taajuusjakajan keskitaajuus putosi noin 33 GHz:sta noin 22 GHz:iin eli 

kolmanneksen parasiittisten komponenttien myötä. 

 



 

Avainsanat: 5G, RFIC, millimetriaalto, vaiheistettu antenniryhmä, 

paikallisoskillaattorisignaali, taajuusjakaja. 
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PREFACE 

 

This thesis started in the summer of 2016 when I approached Professor Aarno 

Pärssinen of possible Master’s thesis position related to radio frequency design in his 

group. He offered a subject about local oscillator distribution in RFIC and explained 

that it has some relation to phase locked loops. At that time, I did not have much 

experience of phase locked loops but I took on the challenge partly because I like to 

learn stuff that are more or less mysterious to me. That is also the reason I got myself 

involved into radio frequency electronics because for a bachelor degree student it 

seemed like an art black magic. Grasping the overall idea of the topic and content of 

this thesis was a hard nut to crack. Firstly, the integrated circuit design had to be 

learned on basis of the courses. Secondly, the operating frequency is at millimeter 

wave region which itself brings many challenges because the speed of transistors are 

at the limit and the importance of layout design cannot be neglected. Lastly, working 

on something even related to phased array transceivers for 5G applications induced a 

small intimidation factor, knowing how complex they can be in eyes of a young 

engineer. Regardless, I pushed on, knowing there is a lot to do and learn. Original 

plan was to design a whole LO-distribution network to be proposed in a next version 

of the research group’s phased array transceiver chip. This however, was reached 

only at an idea level in the end due to change of plans and difficulties in the ramp-up 

of the design process. Nevertheless, I managed to design important LO-distribution 

network block with many variants and obtained massive experience and knowledge 

of millimeter wave RFIC design. Especially when doing the literature studies the big 

picture of the whole LO-distribution formed and I was able to finish this thesis to a 

form that I am happy. In the end, the black magic factor of RFIC design has 

dissolved for me and I am happy to continue my career in radio engineering and 

electronics.  

 

Of course, none of this would be possible without Aarno and the help of him and his 

team: Rehman Akbar, Rana Shaheen and Alok Sethi. A special thanks goes to 

Rehman for giving constant guidance on LO distribution network design. A big 

thanks to Professor Timo Rahkonen for reviewing my designs and this thesis and 

giving me invaluable help and guidance over the years of my studies. In fact, without 

Timo, I would not even had known to ask for this thesis position from Aarno. I wish 

to thank all my friends and family for supporting me doing this thesis. Lastly, Nokia 

is acknowledged for financing this thesis work. 

 

I hope that after reading this thesis, the reader has at least some level of 

understanding of LO distribution network and RFIC design for mmWave systems. 

 

In Oulu 27.11.2017 

 

 

Mikko Hietanen 



 

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

 

4G Fourth generation mobile telecommunication technology 

5G Fifth generation mobile telecommunication technology 

ADC Analog-to-digital converter 

CML Current mode logic 

CMOS Complementary metal oxide semiconductor 

CPW Co-planar waveguide 

DAC Digital-to-analog converter 

DC Direct current 

DCR Direct conversion receiver 

DRC Design rule check 

EM Electromagnetic 

FD Frequency divider 

FTR Frequency tuning range 

IC Integrated circuit 

IF Intermediate frequency 

ILO Injection locked oscillator 

ILFD Injection locked frequency divider 

IoT Internet of things 

LNA Low noise amplifier 

LO Local oscillator 

MIM  Metal-Insulator-Metal 

MOM Metal-Oxide-Metal 

MIMO Multiple-input multiple-output 

mmWave Millimeter wave, electromagnetic wave which frequency is 

 30GHz to 300GHz (free space wavelength 1-10mm) 

MOSFET Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor 

LC inductor-capacitor 

LO Local oscillator 

LOS Line of sight 

PA Power amplifier 

PDK Process design kit 

PFD Phase frequency detector 

PLFD Pulsed latch frequency divider 

PLL Phase-locked loop 

PMOS p-type metal oxide semiconductor transistor 

PVT Process, voltage and temperature 

QILO Quadrature injection locked oscillator 

RF Radio frequency 

RFIC Radio frequency integrated circuit 

RX Receive 

S/D Source and/or drain terminal of transistor 



 

SNR Signal to noise ratio 

SOI Silicon/semiconductor on insulator 

SRF Self resonance frequency 

TSPC True single phase clock 

TRX Transmission and receive 

TX Transmission 

VCO Voltage controlled oscillator 

VDD Supply voltage 

VNCAP Vertical natural capacitor 

VSS Ground 

 

A0 Amplitude of voltage controlled oscillator output signal 

BW Bandwidth in hertz 

BWFD Fractional bandwidth of a frequency divider 

BWtest Maximum expected bandwidth of a frequency divider 

c Speed of light in free space 

C Capacitance 

G Gain 

gm Transistor transconductance 

gb Transistor body effect transconductance 

f Frequency in hertz 

fc Resonance frequency of a LC-tank 

f0 Center frequency 

fBW Bandwidth 

fin Input signal frequency 

fhigh Maximum operation frequency 

fmin Minimum operation frequency 

fLC Capacitor inductor tank resonance frequency 

fmax Transition frequency of transistor’s power gain 

fmax Maximum power gain transition frequency 

fout Output signal frequency 

fres Frequency resolution 

fSRF Self resonance frequency 

fT Transition frequency of transistor’s current gain 

Fmin Minimum Noise Factor 

FoMPD Figure of merit for frequency divider 

FoMPLL Figure of merit for phase locked loop 

FoMTPLL Figure of merit for phase locked loop including frequency tuning 

FoMVCO Figure of merit for voltage controlled oscillator 

FoMTVCO Figure of merit for VCO including frequency tuning 

IB Bias current 

Iinj Injection current of injection locked oscillator 

Iosc Bias current of injection locked oscillator 



 

j Imaginary unit (√-1 = j
2
) 

k Boltzmann constant 

L Inductance 

L(Δω) Phase noise at frequency separation of Δω from carrier 

M Frequency multiplication factor 

N Number of antenna elements in phased antenna array 

nsim,ex Number of simulation runs for exhaustive parameter sweep 

PDC DC power dissipation 

Pin Power of input signal 

PmW Power dissipation in milliwatts 

PN Phase noise 

PNREF Phase noise of frequency reference signal 

PNVCO Phase noise of voltage controlled oscillator 

Q Quality factor 

QC Capacitor quality factor 

Qcomb Combined quality factor of inductor-capacitor circuit 

QL Inductor quality factor 

R Resistance 

R□ Resistance per square 

Rg Series gate resistance of a transistor 

RP Series resistance of an inductor in differential amplifier 

RT Equivalent parallel LC-tank resistance 

Rs Series resistance or source resistance of a transistor 

rds Transistor output resistance 

T Absolute Temperature in Kelvin 

VDD Supply voltage 

Vlevels Number of input amplitude levels 

YC Capacitor admittance 

ZC Capacitor impedance 

ZL Inductor impedance 

β Phase noise constant of voltage controlled oscillator  

Δf Frequency separation from center frequency in hertz 

Δ ω Frequency separation from center frequency in radians 

ϵ Relative permittivity 

λ Wavelength 

µ Relative permeability 

ω Frequency in radians 

ωL Frequency locking range of injection locked oscillator 

 

 

 



 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. 5G Communication 

Mobile data rate demand is constantly growing and is expected to double every year. 

For example, current fourth generation mobile telecommunication technology (4G) is 

specified by International Telecommunication Union to transmit 1Gbps capacity to 

slow moving receiver and 100Mbps to a fast one. 4G will inevitably become 

insufficient to the needs of future mobile communication demands, so new 

generation systems have to be developed – 5G. Besides capacity increase from 4G to 

5G, also network latency, mobility and many other properties will be improved as 

listed in Table 1 [1]. Compared to 4G which is in a sense high-speed mobile internet, 

5G is much broader communication concept covering many types of applications 

such as broadband mobile communication, internet-of-things (IoT) and transportation 

system communication such as self-driving vehicles. [2] [3]. 

 

Table 1. Performance parameter improvements from 4G to 5G. 

 IMT-Advanced IMT-2020 

Peak Data Rate (Gbit/s) 1 20 

User Experienced Data Rate 

(Mbit/s) 

10 100 

Area Traffic Capacity (Mbit/s/m
2
) 0.1 10 

Connection Density (devices/km
2
) 10 000 100 000 

Network Energy Efficiency 1x 100x 

Spectrum Efficiency 1x 3x 

Latency (ms) 10 1 

Mobility (km/h) 350 500 

 

 

Due to tight schedule of reaching 5G commercialization by 2020, development of 

accurate requirements, standards and trials are done in parallel. Explicit plans of how 

to implement 5G to meet all the specifications have not been finished but some 

techniques have been proposed and tested. Data rate demand is most likely fulfilled 

with increased bandwidth. The operating frequency has to be in order of many 

gigahertz above 6GHz since the spectrum below is densely populated. In contrast, 

millimeter-wave (mmWave) range (30GHz - 300GHz) has plenty of free spectrum. 

However, in mmWave range propagation losses are profound compared to 

microwave region. Moreover, gain and efficiency with cost-effective semiconductor 

technologies is limited in this frequency range which makes it difficult to produce 

strong enough signal without excessive energy consumption. Possible and very 

probable solution is to produce gain in form of massive multiple-input multiple-

output (MIMO) antenna arrays at base station. [2] [3]. 
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1.2. Millimeter-Wave Phased Array 

A mmWave phased array is a strong enabling technology to 5G. However, its 

development is tricky especially when targeting inexpensive 5G products. Many 

challenges lie in hardware constraints such as limited power and efficiency and in 

difficult channel which attenuates mmWave signals especially if transmitter and 

receiver don’t have line-of-sight (LOS) to each other. 

Phased array is a RF transmitter (or receiver) which consists of multiple antennas 

which transmit signals that are phase-shifted relative to each other to create a beam 

in desired direction. Effectively RF-radiation is spatially filtered. The concept is 

presented in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 – Phased array concept. 

 

Signal to be transmitted is first split and the divided components are then phase 

shifted individually, amplified and passed to antennas. Signals interfere with each 

other in a way that the waves are interfering constructively in desired direction and 

destructively in other directions. Receiving array amplifies and phase shifts each 

antenna’s signal and combines them into one for down-mixing into baseband.  

Phase shifting (beamforming) can be done in analog or digital baseband or at RF 

as depicted in Figure 1. Choice of beamforming architecture depends highly on 

application. For example, in simple indoor systems analog beamforming is sufficient 

but in base-station digital beamforming is better option because it gives more degrees 

of freedom in beamforming for multiple users. Digital baseband beamforming results 

in relatively large RF-part because each antenna requires its own RF path (DAC, 

mixer and PA). But phase shifting in RF is not very convenient in millimeter 

frequencies due to large size and high losses of phase shifters except for vector-

modulator phase shifters [4]. In large MIMO base station (serving multiple users) a 

probable solution is to use hybrid beamforming in which signal processing workload 

is shared between baseband and RF-path [5]. In baseband, digital precoding is used 

for each user which is beamforming from multiple data streams [6]. However, 

beamforming completely on digital baseband on high bandwidth systems is 

extremely hardware demanding process, mainly because of data converters, so part 

of the beamforming workload is shared with analog components.  

Number and configuration of antennas vary from application to application. 

Number of antennas give boost the link budget by a power of 3. N
2
 comes from 

spatial combining if both transmitter and receiver have N-antennas. Additional N is 

from signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement resulting from uncorrelated noise of 

each antenna, where the N is the number of antenna elements [4] [7]. For example, if 
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propagation loss of 20dB needs to be compensated using phased antenna array, the 

number of antennas would have to be at least 

          
      

 
     

  
         

 

Antennas can be configured geometrically in many ways, such as linear array, 

square, circle or cross. Geometry defines the available radiation patterns [8].  

Channel estimation is in important role as it defines the system link budget and 

especially in mmWave range the channel attenuation can be substantial compared to 

microwaves. Propagation path loss does not only consist of free space path loss as 

with microwaves, atmosphere’s oxygen and water absorb mmWaves effectively, 

especially during rain and around 60 GHz [9, 10] . Atmosphere attenuation is 

presented in Figure 2 [11].  
 

 

Figure 2 – Atmosphere attenuation per kilometer. (Reproduced by permission of 

International Telecommunication Union.) 

Because of small wavelength, the mmWaves diffract very weakly and reflect, absorb 

and scatter easily resulting larger attenuation in channel and broader delay spread. 

Notably outdoor to indoor attenuation limits indoor usage of outdoor base stations 

[5] [11] [12]. 

 

1.3. LO Distribution 

Smart phone devices are prone to limited battery capacity which forces user to 

charge his or her device nearly daily. Due to low power efficiency, multiple RF 
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paths, high losses of transmission lines on IC and requirement of low power 

consumption of hand-held devices, optimizing power consumption is a critical task 

in mmWave phased arrays. One target of optimization is local oscillator (LO) signal 

distribution which can dissipate significant fraction of total chip’s power.  

LO-signal is typically generated with a phase-locked loop (PLL) and then 

converted to differential signal which is divided and buffered to multiple phased 

array mixers. Without buffering the LO-signal from PLL is simply too weak for all 

mixers. If LO power of mixers is low, it will produce weak output signal with larger 

noise. An example is presented in Figure 3 which depicts LO-distribution tree for a 

baseband phase shifter topology. The LO signal is divided into four receivers. Phases 

for I/Q-demodulation are generated using 90° phase shifters and then buffered for 

mixers [4]. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Example of an LO distribution tree and a receiver element. 

 

Since the amount of RF paths in phased array can be large, total power consumption 

can be very high. However, if phase shifting is applied in RF in hybrid systems, there 

are less mixers and therefore less power consumption in LO distribution.  This work 

focuses on this part of transceiver system. [4, 7, 13]. 

 

1.4. Outline 

 

This thesis gives the reader basics of mmWave IC design in the second chapter. The 

next chapter explains LO-distribution network design and gives a few literature 

examples. The fourth chapter covers most important LO-distribution circuit blocks. 

The fifth chapter is the experimental part of this thesis and it goes through a design 

example of a frequency divider design up to layout level. The final chapter gives 

conclusions of what have been learned on this work. 
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2. MM-WAVE IC DESIGN 
 

MmWave ICs have been dominated by more expensive and rare semiconductor 

processes such as gallium arsenide and silicon germanium due to their higher speed 

and gain compared to silicon technologies. However, large scale manufacturing of 

silicon chips has pushed manufacturing advancements of silicon technology to 

comparable speeds by reducing feature size and developing various semiconductor 

techniques. Performance improvement in RF characteristics is not only good thing in 

silicon technology, also system-on-chip products are more feasible due to higher 

integration capability (more hardware per area) and superior yield compared to more 

exotic technologies. Although mmWave ICs provide great possibilities there are still 

many challenges to overcome. [7, 14] 

2.1. General Characteristics and Guidelines 

Radio frequency integrated circuit (RFIC) design is not simple by any means. To 

master this area designer has to have good knowledge of IC design, 

telecommunications and other related subjects as listed on the left side of Figure 4 

[15]. Of course, mastering every subject by a single person is not necessary in 

practice because a RFICs are typically designed in teams where members know their 

specific area very well.  

In circuit level, there exists many trade-offs as depicted in Figure 4 and the 

designer has to reach given higher level requirements preferably with some margin 

for errors to prepare for inaccuracies in manufacturing, models and simulations. In 

IC manufacturing, there is a trend of constant reduction of feature size which enables 

more integration capability, higher performance and lower power consumption. In 

return, dimension reduction limits supply voltage increasingly which in turn affects 

available gain of a transistor. Also, linear region of an amplifier gets narrower to 

keep all transistors in active region as drain-source voltages have less headroom. As 

gain drops, the maximum operating frequency and output power is reduced also. 

Limited power gives more room for noise which affects overall system performance. 

RFIC designer has to work with these limitations and trade-offs using ingenuity, past 

experience and open mind for learning methods created by other designers.  

 

 

Figure 4 – RFIC design related skills and RF design hexagon by Razavi. 

 

Places where gain and speed are critical, minimization of parasitics in layout is 

imperative. This is often the case in RF parts and less important in DC-circuits such 

as biasing networks. Parasitic components induce series resistance and inductance 

and parallel capacitance to substrate and other nodes in vicinity of the trace. Each of 
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these components make the circuit slower as they act as a low pass filter. Therefore, 

parasitics have to be kept low enough so the corner frequency of the low pass 

structure is beyond the frequency of operation or at higher frequencies. The parasitics 

can be at least partially decomposed as parts of the resonance circuits. Series 

resistance parasitic is important in high current density parts of circuit to prevent 

excessive voltage drops in already low voltage supply circuits. 

Minimal layout is not always enough to achieve desired speed and output swing. 

To get reasonable gain without excessive power consumption, resonator structures 

are often used as loads. Resonators are implemented with inductors, transformers or 

transmission lines each of which require extensive amount of area even at mmWave 

region. Because these structures generally result in narrowband gains, tuning blocks 

are required since absolute accuracy of resonator components are not good, they are 

used only when absolutely necessary. [16]. 

Parasitics also induce hindrance in design phase due to limited computing power. 

When designs are made in schematic level using technology library components, 

their reference levels are very close to the devices themselves i.e. the models of the 

devices have been created to that level. Since the schematic level circuits do not 

inherit anything else than the device models, they are relatively easy to simulate with 

today’s computer processing power. However, practical circuits require interconnects 

between the devices, which induces parasitic components. The number of these 

parasitic components can be very large because even the smallest resistance and 

capacitance elements are calculated. This results in massive netlists which are more 

time consuming to simulate than schematic level circuits. For this reason, system 

level simulations in post-layout phase using parasitic extracted blocks of circuits 

combined together are not realistic to simulate, especially if the system contains 

multiple RF paths. For this reason, it is encouraged to simulate the system level 

parameters of individual RF-blocks and then perform system level simulations 

separately with acquired parameters. 

Traditional IC design rules are applicable to mmWave circuits. Common and 

useful technique is using differential signals. Although it roughly doubles the power 

consumption, increases area and requires single-ended-to-differential converters, 

common mode distortion and noise are eliminated effectively. Moreover, available 

voltage swings in differential point of view are doubled resulting in wider dynamic 

range. Essential point to keep in mind is that high gain differential circuits require 

common mode feedback to ensure correct operation points of differential circuits. In 

low gain circuits, simple resistive pull-ups are sufficient. [17]. 

Differential circuits require good matching because any mismatch will cause 

imbalance to the signal. Device matching is also important in places where 

component value is accuracy critical. Matching is essentially ensuring that devices 

are as similar as possible.  Matching is implemented using dummy components, 

using unit size components and common centroid structures. Dummy components 

provide symmetrical environment which helps to minimize mismatch. Using unit 

size on components and multiplying the components instead of varying component 

dimensions gives more inter-device accuracy. Common centroid structures are useful 

matching transistors for example in differential pairs but the layout process is more 

complicated as there are more nodes to route. 
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2.2. Process, Layout and Model Limitations 

Prototyping RFICs is expensive and time consuming process as it takes many months 

to manufacture. Design itself also takes several months to finish and the following 

the measurement campaign another few months at minimum. For this reason, it is 

important to design as good as possible circuit on the first run and then improve it on 

basis of measurements. Designing good chips on the first go is tricky due to process 

uncertainty and device model accuracy limitations.  

IC design starts with finding circuit topologies that have potential to fulfill given 

requirements. The requirements are heavily application specific, but in IC design, 

power and area are very typical top-level figures of interest. Also, complexity of the 

circuit can be important - it does not make sense to spend months to design a circuit 

that may or may not work better than a simpler one. Then one or more of these 

circuits are designed in schematic level to meet requirements which is verified with 

circuit simulation. If needed, the circuit is modified until targets are reached. The 

schematic level circuit is then drawn into layout and parasitics are extracted, the 

simulations are done again and layout and/or schematic is refined if the extracted 

version does not meet requirements. Finally, the design is verified and possibly 

modified to cover all process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variation corners to 

cover desired yield. To improve yield, the circuits are over-designed and in some 

cases the circuits can be designed using variation-aware design approach. [18]. 

Process variation arises from semiconductor manufacturing process which always 

has random errors in doping and dimensions. This results in device property variation 

across die, dice and wafers [19, 20]. Process variation is reported to get worse with 

smaller scale devices making design of high yield circuits more difficult with newer 

processes [18]. Yield is not solely dependent on semiconductor variation; layout also 

has an effect. In short, the more there are hazard places for shorts and opens, the 

more chance there is for them to occur.  

Models of devices for mmWave frequencies are not 100% accurate because of 

modelling difficulties. Modeling of IC devices requires accurate measurements down 

to device level and to produce good models for scalable dimensions, multiple 

different device configurations are required to be measured. Device models can 

simply be a black box model made from measurement data or “fitted physical 

representation with additional parasitics” [16]. One part of mmWave circuit design is 

characterization of process design kit’s (PDK) components because the manufacturer 

doesn’t always provide models that cover higher than RF frequencies. 

Characterization is done with original PDK models and electromagnetic (EM) 

simulators which tends to be time consuming yet valuable work for the design 

process. [16, 21]. 

2.2.1. Routing elements 

Connections are made using multiple metal layers, single polysilicon layer for 

transistor gates and with vias which connect metal layers together. Metal layers have 

different thicknesses and minimum widths in a way that top layers are the widest and 

the thickest suitable for high current supply voltage lines and bottom layers in 

contrast have much smaller minimum dimensions and lower maximum current 

density limit. Same rule applies for vias, top layer ones can carry more current but 

are larger. Vias are notorious in RFICs for having significant series resistance of 
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several ohms. Therefore, more than one via is typically used not only to reduce series 

resistance but to also improve reliability. [22]. 

Choice of layer for given signal depends on sensitivity of parasitics, current and 

geometrical limitations. Before making layout of a schematic, it might be preferable 

to study circuit performance sensitivities for parasitic capacitance, resistance either 

analytically of with circuit simulator. When circuit has high current paths, the series 

resistance needs to be minimized while making sure the wires can carry the current 

without breaking. Large current and significant series resistance can have detrimental 

voltage loss on the circuit especially with low supply voltage applications. Finally, 

with complex circuits the wires often have to cross each other by using multiple 

layers so extra attention needs to be put for differential signal wiring to minimize 

asymmetries.  

2.2.2. MOSFETs 

Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) are key components 

in any modern electronics. In singular form, they can act as switches, capacitors, 

resistors and gain elements. Possibilities are endless when MOSFETs are combined 

together. Simplified structure of a MOSFET is illustrated in Figure 5 together with 

parasitic components and example of a small signal circuit model when the transistor 

is in active operation region. Source and drain are doped regions and space between 

them is opposite charge doped region which conducts electricity when charge 

carriers attracted by voltage in gate terminal form a channel. Gate material is usually 

amorphous polysilicon since it allows smaller feature size than much less resistive 

metal. Insulating material is silicon oxide (SiO2). Drawn small signal model consists 

of most parasitic components, active elements gm and gb and output resistance rds. 

Intrinsic voltage gain is roughly gmrds. In high frequencies, the gain drops and as the 

frequency is in order of many gigahertz, even small parasitics affect performance 

significantly. To model all these parasitics and other non-idealities of transistors, the 

transistor models in simulations are much more complex than presented small signal 

model. It is not unusual for a typical modern transistor model to have several 

hundred parameters and equations to depict behavior of a real transistor. [23]. 
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Figure 5 – Cross cut of an example bulk n-MOSFET (a), its parasitic components 

(b) and small signal model approximation (c). Gm-element is a voltage controlled 

current source, which uses voltage over Cgs capacitor. 

 

In mmWave applications, MOSFETs are pushed to their limits since their 

maximum speed is close to the operating frequency leaving moderate gain to use at 

most. Common figures of merit of transistors are fT, fmax and minimum noise factor 

Fmin. First one indicates the frequency in which the current gain of a transistor drops 

to 1 and the second describes the frequency in which the power gain drops to 1 i.e. 

maximum oscillation frequency. 
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In these equations, K is a technology dependent constant and f is frequency in hertz 

[24]. All of these figures are becoming better as the gate length decreases in newest 
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processes [24]. However, it should be noted that the minimum noise factor rises 

nearly proportionally with frequency, which means that going to higher operating 

frequency degrades SNR of the system [25]. Performance is dependent on bias point 

of transistor i.e. current density (mA/µm) and is found to be a technology 

independent: 0.3mA/µm for fT, 0.2mA/µm for fmax and 0.15mA/µm for Fmin  [26]. 

Length unit (µm) refers to the width of the transistor channel. Figure 6a shows 

example of technology node and fmax progression [27]. 

 

 

Figure 6 – Technology node and fmax (a) and supply voltage (b) relation.  

 

Transistor speed depends highly on its device parameters and layout. For wide 

transistors, fingering provides extra speed and reduced area. When designing circuits, 

good practice is to first investigate the optimum finger length and then use this finger 

length for each transistor. Long fingers result in higher fT but there exists a maximum 

peak for fmax, as well. Processes with shorter gate length tend to have shorter finger 

length. With high fmax, the speed of transistor itself is not the limiting factor anymore. 

Instead the parasitics of interconnects are main cause of performance limits. This 

puts an emphasis to layout phase of the design giving pressure to the designer to 

produce as good layout as possible restricted by design rule checks (DRC). DRC is a 

set of checks of layout to ensure the design can be manufactured with minimum 

errors. An example of minimizing the parasitics is double gate connection which 

reduces the gate resistance roughly around 40%. [28, 29] 

Semiconductor on insulator (SOI) technologies increase speed even more due to 

reduced parasitic capacitances, short channel effects and leakage [30]. Moreover, 

SOI devices are less susceptible to process variations, especially threshold voltage 

variation [31]. For example, Global Foudries could reach maximum of ~260GHz fmax 

in bulk processes (28nm, 40nm & 65nm) and 355GHz or 40% more with their 45nm 

45RFSOI technology [32]. SOI transistors have a buried oxide layer which isolates 

the channel from substrate. This concentrates the flow of current strictly to channel 

and isolates it from substrate eliminating body effect and decreases noise conducting 

to and from substrate.  
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Figure 7 – SOI transistor cross cut. An isolating buried oxide confines the flow of 

charge carriers to space between source and drain reducing leakage to substrate. 

An IC design kit can include multiple types of transistors which have different 

characteristics in terms of performance. For example, semiconductor foundries offer 

transistors with various threshold voltages and transistors for digital and analog 

applications. In general, threshold affects speed and leakage current of a transistor. 

Low threshold voltage transistors are faster but consume more standby current since 

even zero gate voltage can be near threshold voltage leading to subthreshold leakage 

current. High threshold transistors have opposite behavior. For analog applications, 

SOI transistors can have body terminal floating or connected to an arbitrary node. 

Also for high power applications, transistors with thicker gates and thus higher 

voltage limits can be available. [32]. 

 

2.2.3. Resistors 

Resistors are basic components of any electronics. In RFICs they are used for 

example in voltage division, feedback and biasing networks. In ICs resistors suffer 

from numerous non-idealities and design limitations. Perhaps the most unwanted 

property is lack of absolute accuracy because it can be as high as 40%. Of course, 

manufacturers offer more accurate resistors in range of the 10% accuracy. Moreover, 

absolute accuracy is not always necessary for example in voltage dividers, because 

relative accuracy is rather good if device environments are well matched with 

dummy structures. However, the resistors tend to take significant amount of area 

because their resistance per square (R□) is in range of few hundred ohms and current 

density limitations force designer to scale up resistors in high current areas. If high 

resistance value is desired with no worry about absolute accuracy or linearity, simply 

a MOSFET can be used by operating it in triode region. This solution massively 

reduces circuit area. 

Resistors are either made using semiconductor materials such as polysilicon and 

lightly doped silicon or other resistive material (strip resistor). Latter type is 

generally better for having lower parasitic capacitance and higher accuracy and 

linearity. Semiconductor resistors in turn have higher capacitance due to depletion 

region in substrate and are more prone to process variation induced inaccuracy. 

Nonlinearity is also an issue. Terminal voltages affect the depletion region which 

changes the conducting area of resistor. Lastly, temperature related effects need to be 

taken into consideration when designing circuits. [23, 33]. 
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2.2.4. Capacitors 

Capacitors are essential almost in every application working as filter or matching 

element, DC-block and many others. Capacitor performance parameters are linearity, 

self-resonance frequency (SRF) and Q-factor. Other properties worth analyzing to 

cover PVT-variations and minimize cost and power consumption are temperature 

stability, capacitance density and leakage current. Linearity is important in signal 

processing because a nonlinear capacitor distorts the signal. SRF describes the 

frequency in which the capacitor starts to behave as inductor due to parasitic 

inductance of wires. Q-factor depicts the losses of a capacitor and it is defined with 

Equation (4). 

 

   
 

      
 (

4) 

 

Rs is the parasitic series resistance of capacitor metal plate and isolating material, C 

is the capacitance and f is the frequency (Q-factor is always frequency dependent at 

high frequencies) [33]. 

In IC, capacitors are made with MOSFETs, reverse biased diodes and with metal 

plates with insulator material. Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) capacitors are good in 

RF design because they are highly linear, temperature stable, high Q-factor and 

capacitance density [34]. Slightly different version of MIM capacitor is vertical 

natural capacitor (VNCAP
1
) in which the capacitor plates are not planar as in MIM, 

instead they are multiple vertical walls shaped much like fingers of folded hands as 

depicted in Figure 8. With decreasing process scales, this technique has achieved 

higher capacitance densities and because VNCAP is simpler to manufacture and has 

the same benefits as MIM-capacitors, it has become increasingly more popular 

choice. It is often made using multiple metal layers and the capacitance can be 

increased by using low metal layers at the expense of increased parasitic capacitance 

to substrate. 

 

 

Figure 8 – Vertical natural capacitor (top-down view) and metal insulator metal 

capacitor structure (top-down and side view). MIM-capacitor utilizes high-k 

dielectric whereas VNCAP uses inexpensive silicon-oxide as insulator material. 

  

                                                 
1
 In some literature, this type of capacitor which uses silicon-oxide as insulator is called Metal-

Oxide-Metal or Metal-On-Metal or MOM capacitor. 
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Semiconductor characteristics in diodes and MOSFETs cause nonlinear behavior to 

capacitance making them useful in less critical places such as power supply filtering. 

Diodes are more linear than MOSFETs yet have smaller tuning range and higher 

parasitic resistance than MOSFETs [35]. DC-voltage dependent capacitance of these 

devices enable to use them as varactors. More linear varactors can be made with 

switchable MIM capacitor banks. MOSFET varactors quality factor and tuning range 

can be increased using non-minimum channel length [4]. [23, 34, 36] 

2.2.5. Inductors 

Inductors on IC are bulky but are still more and more important in mmWave chips 

because they can resonate out parasitics capacitances and enable high gain with 

reasonable power consumption. Inductors are crucial in voltage controlled oscillators 

(VCOs), high gain amplifiers, matching networks and transformers. Limited SRF and 

Q-factor are main challenges when utilizing inductors. Inductance and Q-factor have 

tradeoff in inductors. High inductance inductor has more losses due to longer wires 

than small inductor. Q-factor and inductance are application specific requirements. 

For example, sometimes amplifiers and mixers have to be wideband which is not 

possible using high-Q inductors. VCOs on other hand require high-Q inductors for 

low phase noise operation [37].  

Inductors are often circular or simpler estimates of them (octagon, hexagon or 

square) due to limited accuracy of manufacturing processes. Minimum area for 

mmWave inductors is about 100µm which increases attenuation between RF-system 

blocks with adjacent inductors due to long interconnects. Still, minimum size 

inductor can be too large in terms of resonance frequency of a LC-oscillator. For 

example, 100pH inductor and 60GHz resonance frequency requires capacitor tank 

value of: 

 

    
 

     
   

 

         
 

 

                 
      

 

Routing elements and inductor itself might have significant portion of this 

capacitance leaving small value capacitance for capacitor itself.  

Inductor Q-factor can be defined in many ways. General definition is the ratio of 

imaginary and real part of its impedance or in other words, its reactance ratio to its 

series resistance. Another definition is with SRF ratio to 3dB bandwidth [33]. 
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At higher frequencies skin effect and other forms of losses reduce quality factor. Q-

factor of a resonant tank is dominated by the worse Q-factor of either component. 

Combined Q-factor is calculated in similar way as resistance of parallel resistors 

[15]. 
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Special case of inductors are transformers. They are very handy for differential to 

single-ended signal conversions (baluns), making differential matching networks and 

feeding DC-bias for transistors through center tap instead of separate (large) inductor 

and capacitor (bias-tee) [38]. Transformers have SRF and efficiency tradeoff. Big 

transformers with low losses, and therefore high power efficiency, have lower SRF 

due to parasitic capacitances [29]. Designer has freedom of choice in transformer 

number of turns, diameter and trace width. Single turn transformers are most popular 

at mmWave frequencies because multiturn transformers have low SRF and higher 

losses due to capacitive coupling and big series resistance. However, to implement 

impedance transforming, multiturn transformers are mandatory. [38] 

2.2.6. Transmission Lines 

Transmission lines are popular element in microwave engineering to implement 

resonators, matching elements and route RF signals from block to block. In IC, 

transmission lines have not been feasible for RF systems at low GHz region since the 

electrical lengths of interconnects within IC are not long enough. However, 

transmission lines can, and need to be considered in mmWave ICs due to smaller 

wavelength.   

When signals need to propagate more than 10% of wavelength, transmission line 

effects need to be taken into accord. This limit can be calculated in following way: 

 

  
 

 
 

 

   

 
 

 

    
 

 

    
 

 

 

For example, if frequency is 30GHz, transmission medium is silicon-oxide (ε0=3,9, 

µ0=1) the maximum length for non-transmission line behavior is: 

 

        
 

    
 
              

 
 

            
       

 

 

This is quite long if designer wishes to make any components with transmission 

lines. Typically, they are quarter wave length long or half at most taking significant 

area on IC. Some methods have been developed to shorten the transmission lines 

such as artificial transmission lines which utilize capacitors to load the transmission 

line to shorten the length to half [39]. However, lumped elements are still more used 

in mmWave ICs because they occupy smaller area. [29]. 

Transmission lines compose of signal and ground path. In IC, there are a few 

ways to implement them. Two examples are microstrip line and co-planar waveguide 

(CPW). Microstrip line uses a ground plane beneath the signal trace whereas CPW’s 

ground return path reside at the same layer on both sides of the signal path. Traces 

are preferred to be implemented with low loss high metal layers but with microstrip 

this is not possible due to dimensioning of the transmission line. Characteristic 

impedance is controlled with width of traces and spacing between traces and in IC 

processes the spacing between metal layers is predefined and low loss metal layers 

may not have enough spacing to signal layer. Ground plane can consist of multiple 

metal layers to decrease losses. [40] 
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3. LO DISTRIBUTION ARCHITECTURE 
 

 

Simple transceiver systems usually use only two mixers to up and down convert 

transmit and receive signals. The special attention is not needed for LO routing to 

mixers since the frequency synthesizer could be put close to them and only buffers 

for LO is necessary to drive the mixers. In phased array mmWave systems, however, 

role of LO distribution has become rather important design topic – especially for 

large antenna arrays having digital baseband beamforming. Not only the mixers need 

drivers but also the losses of power dividers and transmission lines need to be 

compensated. Keeping the power consumption at a reasonable level becomes even 

more problematic in transceiver architectures with multiple frequency conversion 

stages. If the system is using I/Q-modulators and demodulators, even more LO paths 

are needed.  

Required strength of LO signal depends on mixer which can be active or passive 

mixer. Each type of mixer requires minimum amplitude signal for reasonable 

conversion gain but active mixers conversion gain is more independent on high LO 

swing. Actual signal power of LO depends on mixers input impedance which varies 

between different topologies and is generally RC-load in nature.  [7] 

 

3.1. RF Transceiver Architectures 

This chapter gives a few words about RF architecture options to give overview of 

them with respect to LO distribution network, which is affected by the number of 

mixing stages and mixing demodulators. Mixing is mandatory since maximum 

sampling speed of a DA-converter can be only in the range of 10 GHz and the RF 

signal can be several tens of gigahertz [41]. However, higher frequencies can be 

sampled utilizing subsampling techniques, which can decrease power consumption 

and area [42]. 

3.1.1. RF Receivers 

Receivers amplify incoming RF signal, down-convert and demodulate it for ADC 

and baseband processing. Good receiver has low noise for high SNR, high linearity 

to withstand interferers and sufficient filtering of out-of-band signals and spurious 

components. Receiver types vary in terms of mixing stages, intermediate frequency 

(IF) location and demodulator topologies. The choice for topology depends on 

performance, cost, complexity and efficiency. 

Heterodyne is perhaps the most classical receiver architecture which down-

converts the signal to IF frequency in one or more stages. Heterodyne receivers’ first 

mixer stages LO frequency is at some offset from RF signal mixing the signal to non-

zero minimum frequency. Image frequencies are an issue as they can corrupt the 

desired RF signal. Multistage conversion helps to relief image filter requirements but 

the image can never be fully eliminated with non-zero IF. Modern heterodyne 

receivers typically have two stages of which the latter converts to zero IF. With zero 

IF the second LO frequency is in the middle of the received signal band resulting in 

self-corruption by image but that is avoided with I/Q-demodulation. Image reject 
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receivers are their own class of receivers which use Hilbert transformations and I/Q-

demodulators. 

To simplify the receiver and eliminate out-of-channel image problem altogether, 

the signal modulation can be chosen in a way that its spectrum is symmetrical
2
 which 

enables use of direct conversion receiver (DCR) which directly down-converts the 

RF input signal to zero IF. The down-conversion is done in quadrature with two 

mixers as with the second stage of the modern heterodyne receiver. Direct 

conversion receiver has some issues however. First, the architecture is prone to LO 

leakage which raises DC-level of the receiver chain. This is fixed with DC-blocks or 

with current sink DAC. Other issues are even-order distortion, flicker noise and I/Q-

mismatch. Flicker noise can be mitigated using low-IF receiver topology which 

typically are quite narrowband. However, wideband receivers with bandwidths of 

tens of MHz can tolerate quite high flickered noise corner without significant signal 

deterioration 

Final type of receiver covered here is the sliding IF receiver. It is very similar to 

modern two stage heterodyne receiver but the channel tuning is done by changing the 

LO frequency. First stage uses frequency synthesizer generated LO directly and 

second stages LO signal is generated from the first LO with frequency divider. 

Dividers ratio has effect on image rejection and quadrature accuracy in I/Q-

demodulation. Low ratio such as 2 has light image frequency suppression 

requirements but because the second IF frequency is higher than with higher division 

ratios the mismatches are worse because they are proportional to the frequency. [15]. 

 

 

Figure 9 – Receiver architectures. Filters omitted. 

 

In phased array perspective, direct conversion topology requires phase shifting in 

RF but signal to interference ratio is excellent. In heterodyne structure, the phase 

shifting can also be done either with phase shifters in front of mixer LO input or after 

mixer where the operation is easier (lower frequency) but the receiver is more 

susceptible for interference and noise before mixers. [5]. 

 

3.1.2. RF Transmitters 

Transmitters modulate baseband signal, up-convert it to RF and perform power 

amplification before sending it to the air with antenna. As with receiver architectures, 

the transmitters vary in mixing techniques and modulators. Critical performance 

parameters are output spectral purity, power efficiency and output power. Inside the 

                                                 
2
 Modulations such as quadrature, frequency, and phase modulations have asymmetrical spectrum. 

Amplitude modulation’s spectrum is symmetrical. In case of asymmetrical modulations, quadrature 

down or upconversion to/from baseband is solved by 90 degree phase shifting placed typically to LO 

signal. 
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transmitter, a special care needs to be put in modulator I/Q-mismatch, LO pulling 

and linearity of mixers and PA. I/Q-mismatch distorts the output constellation and is 

mitigated with calibration. LO pulling happens when carrier frequency of the RF 

signal is close to LO frequency and the RF is coupled by parasitics to LO signal 

generator. Linearity of devices affect output spectrum and in high power and 

efficiency transmitters, linearization techniques are used to purify the output 

spectrum.  

Simplest way to implement a transmitter is implementing direct conversion 

transmitter which is the same as DCR but in reverse order and LNA replaced by a 

PA. Single stage mixing is prone to carrier leakage in output but there are some 

techniques to cancel that, for example with current DACs which sink the undesired 

DC voltages to zero. Direct conversion transmitter is simple, compact and can 

provide spurious-free output spectrum when issued mentioned above have been 

taken care of. In modern direct conversion transmitters, the carrier and LO are 

designed to be far from each other in terms of frequency. Handy way is to generate 

high LO frequency and use frequency dividers to lower it. On top of injection pulling 

reduction, some frequency divider topologies can provide I and Q components 

simplifying the modulator design greatly. Same applies for receiver demodulators.  

If LO pulling and modulation non-idealities are proving to be difficult to 

eliminate, the mixing can be done in two stages. Heterodyne transmitter is not more 

complex since the LO signals for the mixers can be provided with one LO divided by 

two resulting in only one extra mixer in topology. Additional cost also comes from 

filtering of spurious components generated from multiple mixing stages which is 

done by putting a low pass filter after last mixing stage. More suppression is 

achieved with single sideband mixing which requires two more mixers as single 

sideband mixers but this increases LO-distribution loading, area and power 

consumption. [15]. 

 

 

Figure 10 – Direct conversion and heterodyne transmitter architectures. Filters 

omitted. 

3.2. LO Distribution Architecture Options and Tradeoffs 

LO generation and distribution can be implemented in various ways which have 

tradeoffs in performance, area, power consumption and complexity. Marcu presents 

three options: central PLL, distributed PLL and local PLL [7]. In each topology, an 

external crystal oscillator is used to generate a low phase noise oscillator which 

frequency is few hundred megahertz at maximum. This signal is brought to IC and 

up-converted to mmWave frequency LO using PLL.  In central PLL topology the LO 

is just divided and buffered to mixers. A very simple approach but as number of 

mixers becomes large, so does power consumption of buffers which compensate 
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propagation losses and drive mixers. To avoid the problem of distribution network 

losses, the low frequency reference oscillator signal is divided and distributed to 

mixers which each have their own local PLL. Local PLLs however, also consume a 

lot of power and occupy large area. A compromise between these two topologies is 

distributed PLL, in which, only one PLL is used but its output signal (LO) or control 

signal is distributed to oscillators near mixers. A PLL control signal to VCOs do not 

require much bandwidth making the routing from PLL to VCO low-loss. Major 

disadvantage of this solution is mismatch between VCOs and possible interference 

the control line might pick up. More robust method is generating good quality LO 

signal with PLL and distribute it to injection locked oscillators (ILO) near mixers as 

illustrated at the bottom of Figure 11. Systems which require flexible LO frequency, 

the ILO can be prone to locking to or pulling by unwanted interference signals since 

the ILO bandwidth has to include LO tuning range. Moreover, a wide bandwidth ILO 

requires more power. To counter these effects, the LO signal needs to be strong – 

which again leads to power hungry buffering. [7]. 

 

Figure 11 – LO distribution topologies: Central PLL, Local PLL and Distributed 

PLL. 

 

3.3. Architecture Examples 

Here a few architecture examples of millimeter wave phased array systems are 

presented with focus on LO distribution network to give practical insight of various 

design philosophies. RF-beamforming architectures are omitted since they only 

require only one mixer per transmitter/receiver making the LO-distribution trivial. 

Many works were not found which covered the design of the LO-distribution partly 

because many systems use RF-beamforming and partly because of limited page 

limits on papers.  
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3.3.1. A 65 nm CMOS 4-Element Sub-34 mW/Element 60 GHz Phased Array 

Tranceiver (2011) 

This work uses direct conversion with quadrature mixers which are implemented 

with Gilbert cell double balanced mixer in transmitter chain and single balanced 

mixer receiver chain whose device dimensions were minimized to ease the load on 

LO buffers. Mixers include phase rotators needed for beamforming which is done in 

baseband. LO-distribution network is presented in Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12 – LO-distibution network used in a 60 GHz 4 transmitter/4 receiver 

phased array. LO signal is generated in an on-chip PLL and distributed to quadrature 

modulator mixers with Wilkinson power dividers and passive phase shifters. 

 

LO is generated on-chip with single PLL which VCO is fundamental mode which 

means it gives strong output signal. LO signal is distributed in single-ended manner 

(differential VCO outputs one output is for transmitter mixers and other output is for 

receiver). LO signals travel in transmission lines to ease possible element increase in 

future and are split using Wilkinson power dividers. The phases for quadrature 

modulators are generated using 90° hybrids. Wilkinson dividers area was reduced 

significantly by meandering the transmission lines. Finally, the signals are buffered 

to mixers with buffers that have 2:1 transformers in the output to reduce buffers’ 

output amplitude requirement and provide balanced output signal and impedance 

matching. These buffers take most of the LO distribution network power 

consumption (<3mW per element). Total power consumption is 34mW per element. 

[4]. 
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3.3.2. A 71–86-GHz Phased Array Transceiver Using Wideband Injection-Locked 

Oscillator Phase Shifters (2017) 

This system implements beamforming by phase shifting the LO-signal. An external 

LO-signal is fed into a differential amplifier that drives transmission lines that are 

split into the individual element path with coupling. LO-signal is then phase shifted 

with an ILO and then frequency multiplied by 4 to produce the actual LO-signal 

which is buffered to the mixer in each path. Phase shifting at lower frequency has 

advantages in wide bandwidth and protection against LO-pulling from PA.  

 

 

Figure 13 – LO-distribution and phase shifting block diagram of a 71-86 GHz 4 

element transceiver system. External signal is distributed to phase-shifting ILO’s and 

final LO-signal is generated with 4x frequency multipliers. 

 

3.3.3. A 16-20 GHz LO System with 115fs jitter for 24-30 GHz 5G 28nm FD-SOI 

CMOS (2017) 

This work implements a local PLL based sliding IF front-end cell design which can 

be readily copied in a phased array system. The second frequency conversion is done 

with the help of the first frequency divider in PLL which generates I/Q-phases for 

I/Q-modulators. The design is very power efficient altogether dissipating only 

15mW. [43] 

 

 

Figure 14 – Sliding IF local PLL front-end. 

3.3.4. Double Frequency LO with Distribution Network 

This system is designed in the author’s team and at the time of writing, the paper on 

this have not been published yet. The LO-distribution network of this transceiver 
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phased array chip has external LO which is converted to differential signal and then 

split into the transceiver elements in multiple stages. Losses of the transmission lines 

are compensated with line drivers and a divide-by-two frequency divider is used to 

generate I/Q-phases for I/Q-mixers. To reduce loading on the dividers and have 

sufficient LO-amplitude, there are mixer drivers at the output of the dividers.  

 

 

Figure 15 – double frequency LO distribution architecture. LO is generated 

externally and converted to differential ended with an active balun. Then the signal is 

split into 4 differential branches which are buffered, divided by two in frequency to 

generate I/Q-phases and finally buffered again to drive mixers. 

3.4. Proposed Architecture 

For the next version of the RX/TX system, the following architecture is proposed. 

The differential LO signal is generated with on-chip PLL and that is distributed to 

TX/RX elements which each have their own ILO. Distribution of the LO signal to 

the ILOs is done with transmissions lines which have buffers to match the 

transmission line impedance. Because ILO can provide high output drive, driving the 

mixers does not require extra driver amplifiers. If the architecture requires quadrature 

modulation, the ILOs can be replaced with quadrature ILOs (QILO) as depicted in 

Figure 16.  

 

Figure 16 – Conceptual idea of proposed LO distribution architecture. 

Downside of this architecture is ILOs limited bandwidth of the LO signal and large 

area. To get wide locking range of the ILOs, buffers have to provide rather strong 
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signal to eliminate the transmission line attenuation. Implementing the drivers at 

mmWave frequencies can require a lot of power. For this reason, especially on high 

number of elements, the distributed signal can be lower than actual LO-signal by 

implementing sub-harmonic ILOs. This solution, however, degrades phase noise so it 

has to be compensated in PLL end, which in fact may not be so difficult task if 

output frequency of PLL signal is significantly low. Sah et. al. have implemented this 

type of sub-harmonic LO distribution to ILOs [44]. 

 

 

Table 2. LO-distribution characteristics on various phased array systems. 

Process 
45nm 

SOI 

45nm 

SOI 
65nm 

90nm 

BiCMOS  

130nm 

SiGe 

BiCMOS 

28nm SOI 

CMOS 

Frequency 

(GHz) 
- 15 60 76 60 30 

Beamforming 

architecture -  Baseband 

LO-

phase 

shifting 

LO-phase 

shifting 
 

Elements - 4TRX 4RX/4TX 4TRX 4RX  

LO 

generation 
On-chip External On-chip External External On-chip 

I/Q 

generation 
QILO CML FD 

90° 

Hybrid 
  CML FD 

LO 

distribution 

power per 

element 

 32.15mW 3mW 

72mW 

RX / 

97mW 

TX* 

11.4mW* 15mW* 

LO Phase 

noise at 

mixer input 

dBc/Hz @ 

1MHz 

  -82 -112  -101.9 

Reference 
This 

proposal 

Double 

frequency 

LO 

[4] [45] [44] [43] 

*Power of LO distribution and element per element combined. 
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4. DISTRIBUTION TREE BLOCKS 

4.1. Phase Locked Loops 

Distribution of LO signals starts at the first source of non-ideality i.e. reference clock 

PLL. High absolute accuracy quantities cannot be generated in IC except voltage 

reference, and because communication systems use certain frequency bands, the 

accurate reference frequency has to be generated off-chip. This is done with a 

reference oscillator crystal which is designed to be very accurate and low phase noise 

to use in communication systems. Typical frequency used ranges from few 

megahertz to few hundred megahertz. This fixed frequency signal is multiplied using 

PLL to higher frequencies which are used in radio telecommunication. Because 

thorough PLL design requires at least one book, here the concept and major design 

trade-offs are presented to give understanding of PLL performance. [7]. 

PLL is a closed feedback loop which locks its output signal to an external 

frequency reference. Block diagram is presented in Figure 17. The reference signals 

is compared to frequency divided output frequency using phase and frequency 

detector (PFD). Then the output of the PFD is filtered and used the filtered signal is 

used to drive a VCO which generated the output signal of the PLL.  

 

 

Figure 17 – PLL block diagram, input signal is compared to output signal in PFD, 

and PFDs filtered output drives the VCO which generated the output signal which 

frequency is divided to be compared in PFD. 

In steady state the output signal is a stable frequency multiplied and phase-locked 

version of the input signal. Multiplication is enabled with frequency divider. The 

divider consists of multiple dividers chained together. First divider has the highest 

operation frequency so it has the tightest design constraints in power, area and 

bandwidth. Later dividers have more relaxed requirements because their frequency is 

lower and therefore power consumption is smaller. The PFD can be implemented 

using two D-flip-flops whose inputs are driven by feedback signal and reference 

frequency signal. Flip-flop outputs are fed through an AND-gate to the reset 

terminals. The outputs are driving a charge pump which generates the signal to the 

loop filter. Loop filter is typically a two pole one zero low pass filter. Locations of 

the poles and zeros of the filter are very critical in PLL design to ensure stable and 

versatile operation. Circuit example of a PFD and filter cascade is shown in Figure 

18. 
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Figure 18 – PLLs PFD and loop filter circuit realization. Output of the flip-flops 

are used to reset terminals with an AND port. Flip-flop outputs drive charge pump 

switches and the output voltage is controlled using these pumps and loop filter. 

 

VCO and first stage frequency dividers are covered in later chapters because they are 

important part of LO distribution network. Other (lower frequency) frequency 

dividers in the chain are typically low power flip-flops (digital circuits). [15]. 

Essential trade-off in PLLs is the relationship between jitter and loop bandwidth. 

Jitter is determined from the sum of all noise sources in the PLL, most dominant 

noise sources typically being reference signal’s noise and VCO’s noise. Reference 

signal’s noise can be high because the noise is multiplied by multiplication factor 

(M) to the power of two (20 log10(M) dB) and in mmWave PLL’s, M can be several 

hundred. Loop bandwidth determines the noise of the output signal. The noise of 

reference signal is low-pass filtered in the PLL and VCO’s noise high-pass filtered 

and jitter is therefore higher on wider bandwidths. Due to this bandpass behavior, it 

is beneficial to design the loop bandwidth to block out most of noise in the reference 

(low-frequency corner) and the VCO (high-frequency corner). Optimum loop 

bandwidth can be calculated from VCO and reference phase noises.  

 

     
     

        
  

 

         
         

  (7) 

In (7), β is a constant for VCO’s phase noise. The equation neglects other noise 

contributors to enable formulation of this closed form equation. So performance of 

VCO and reference frequency signal limits the PLL performance, to get wide 

bandwidth, sacrifice on jitter has to be made unless special circuit techniques or 

technology improvements are made. [46] 

4.1.1. PLL Example Works 

 

PLL’s performances are compared with figure-of-merit that takes into account the 

phase noise and power consumption (Equation (11) [47, 48, 49]. Additional figure-

of-merit also adds frequency tuning range (FTR [%] = 100% ∙ 2 ∙ (fhigh-

flow)/(fhigh+flow)). 
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(8) 

                     
      

  
  (9) 

Example PLL performances are listed in Table 3. The table includes the type of the 

PLL which refers to the frequency division type for frequency synthesizer. Fractional 

frequency dividers divide the frequency with a non-integer number. This increases 

frequency resolution of PLL frequency synthesizer but generally it worsens phase 

noise due to spurs in output spectrum. [46]. 

Table 3. State-of-art mmWave PLLs with CMOS technology. 

Reference [46] [50] [51] [49] [52] 

Reference 

frequency 

(MHz) 

230  104 950 40 

Frequency 

(GHz) 
28 28 22.1 60.8 60 

Frequency 

Range (GHz) 
26.2-32.4 

22.6-

32.4 
13.1-28  

53.8-

63.3 

Type Integer Integer Fractional  Integer 

Phase Noise 

@ 1MHz 

(dBc/Hz) 

-116.2 -106.8 -92 -92 -92 

Phase Noise 

@ 10MHz 

(dBc/Hz) 

  -125 -110  

Power (mW) 26.9 87 31 49 42 

Area (mm
2
) 0.28 1.8 0.24 0.7 0.16 

Process 
65-nm 65-nm 

32-nm 

SOI 
40-nm 40-nm 

FOMPLL 

(dBc/Hz) 
190.8 176.3 164 170.8 171.3 

FoMTPLL 

(dBc/Hz) 
197.3 187.3 181.2  175.5 

 

4.2. Voltage Controlled Oscillators 

Voltage controlled oscillator is the heart of LO-distribution network because it is 

source of the LO signal directly or in-directly. Main performance parameters of 

VCOs are center frequency, frequency tuning range (FTR), phase noise, power 

consumption and area. Commonly used figure-of-merit for VCO is defined as:  
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(10) 

In the equation, PN(Δf) is the phase noise at Δf spacing from center frequency f0. A 

figure-of-merit that takes into account the FTR: 

 

                     
   

  
   

   

  
  

(11) 

A good figure-of-merit is reached with low power, low phase noise and wide tuning 

range VCO.  [53]. 

Most popular mmWave VCO topology is LC-VCO which uses a tunable 

resonator tank and gain elements to provide enough gain (typically >1.25) to provide 

oscillation. The gain elements can be implemented as double switch configuration 

where the resonance tank is between the differential output nodes and cross-coupled 

NMOS transistors are connected to tail current source and cross-coupled PMOS 

transistors are connected to supply voltage. Alternative and faster topology omits the 

PMOS-transistors (parasitic capacitance is reduced) and is called single-switch VCO. 

Both of these are illustrated in Figure 19 which also has equivalent parallel resistor 

modeling the finite Q-factor of the tank. [54]. 

 

Figure 19 – Double and single-switch VCO circuit diagrams. 

 

Resonator tanks in VCO’s are usually tuned with switchable capacitor banks and 

varactors. Varactors are used for fine-tuning and capacitor banks for coarse tuning 

because Q-factor of a varactor is higher than a capacitor tank’s. Capacitor tank can 

provide large tuning range in GHz range but in mmWave frequencies its parasitic 

capacitances limit the FTR. Moreover, the larger the capacitance tank in terms of 

capacitance and number of tuning blocks is, the lower its Q-factor is degrading phase 

noise. Therefore, limited Q-factor brings a trade-off in phase noise and FTR in 

CMOS VCOs [54].  Phase noise can be estimated using Leeson’s equation. 
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(12) 

 

In the equation, F is technology and topology dependent excess noise factor, k is the 

Bolzmann’s constant, T the absolute temperature, RT the equivalent parallel tank 

resistance, A0 the output amplitude, ω0 oscillation frequency, Q the quality factor of 

the LC-tank and Δω frequency deviation from center frequency. Interpreting the 

formula, it can be said that the phase noise can be decreased mainly by reducing the 

losses of LC-tanks. [55]. 

 

4.2.1. VCO Example Works 

A few practical VCO examples are collected to Table 4 having frequency range from 

20 GHz to 60 GHz. Search criteria was a high FoM and frequency from 20GHz to 

60GHz. Notable feature of the works is that the performance is nearly independent of 

process. Main reason for this most probably is the limited Q-factor of the resonator 

tanks which can’t be improved with smaller feature processes. All works use a cross 

coupled LC-VCO. Tuning is done solely with continuous controlled varactor, except 

for [56] which also uses digital tuning varactor banks.  

 

Table 4. State-of-art mmWave VCOs with CMOS technology for mainly 40 and 

60 GHz systems. 

Process 
28nm 

FDSOI 
130nm 

65nm 

bulk 
90nm 90nm 

120nm 

SOI 

General 

figure 

Power (mW) 3.15 7.6 15 8.1 1.65 7.5 <10mW 

Area (mm
2
) 0.162 0.201 0.05* 0.188 0.385 0.036* <0.2 

f0 (GHz) 64 57.7 56 20.9 39.25 44  

PN at 1MHz 

(dBc/Hz) 
-92.5 -100.6 -99.4 -100.7 -96.7 -101 -100 

PN at 10MHz 

(dBc/Hz) 
-116.5 -124.8      

FTR (%) 11.1 16.8 17 15.8 8.9 9.8 10-15 

FoM (dBc/Hz) 187.3 186.3 182.2 177.8 183.8 184 185 

FoMT 

(dBc/Hz) 
188.2 190.9 186.8 181.8 184.8 185 187 

Reference [57] [58] [56] [59] [60] [61]  

*VCO core area 

4.3. Injection locked oscillators 

Injection locking is an effect that occurs in oscillators when an external signal of 

different phase or frequency pulls the oscillation frequency of the oscillator. 

Especially in direct conversion transmitters, this is a common problem because a 

strong carrier signal of an output signal can couple to LO-generation circuitry and 
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“pull” the LO-frequency. Using intentional injection locking has many applications 

in RF systems in frequency dividers, frequency multipliers and in quadrature 

generation.   

An ILO can be made from a VCO (Figure 19) and implementing the injection by 

modulating the bias current of the tail current source. If the injection current is strong 

enough, the output frequency of the circuit is equal to the input frequency. The 

locking range depends on the center frequency of the VCO, quality factor of the 

resonance tank in VCO, bias current of the VCO and the injected current. [62]. 

 

   
  

  
 
    

    
  

(13) 

In the formula ωL is the locking range bandwidth, Q is the quality factor of resonator 

tank and last term is the ratio of injected current Iinj and oscillator bias current Iosc. 

Designing a wide bandwidth low phase noise ILO is difficult because the lower the 

Q the wider the bandwidth but at a cost of phase noise. Therefore, Q-factor should be 

designed first to fulfill the phase noise requirement and then bandwidth is adjusted 

with Iinj/Iosc ratio. [45]. 

 

 

4.4. Drivers and Buffers 

Signals traveling on IC experience loss that is proportional to frequency. Especially 

in mmWave circuits having long interconnects, the signal needs to be buffered to 

compensate loss and at the input of the devices drivers are used to ensure sufficient 

signal swing and to reduce loading on preceding stages. Performance in high 

frequency is achieved with inductive peaking methods and/or using large currents. 

Inductors provide gain in form of resonances. Because the gain is rather small in 

mmWave frequencies, usually more than one gain stages are necessary and these 

extra stages raise the power consumption.  

 

4.4.1. Inductor-less buffers 

Inverter-based buffer is perhaps the simplest design because it does not require 

biasing circuit and gain is easy to implement. Circuit is presented in Figure 20. Input 

is AC-coupled and the circuit is self-biasing. R1 on the first stage helps this. This 

type of amplifier can achieve large output swing but power consumption significant. 

Achieving gain is done by cascading inverter stages in tapered manner i.e. each stage 

devices are larger than preceding stage. Because the first stage of the amplifier can 

be small, the input capacitance can be quite small reducing extra loading capacitance 

for preceding circuit. 
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Figure 20 – Tapered inverter buffer.  

Inverters are more digital than analog amplifiers meaning that they induce extra 

jitter proportional to the number of stages. Differential pair with resistive or active 

load can help to avoid jitter and provide better sensitivity voltage supply noise but 

they require biasing circuits. Bringing the DC bias to CMOS transistors is easily 

done with a resistor and a DC blocking capacitor because the gate does not draw any 

DC current. 

 

 

Figure 21 – Differential pair amplifier. Resistive load (a) and PMOS active load 

(b). 

4.4.2. Buffers with inductors 

 

For very high frequency and large phased arrays, brute force method of buying gain 

with inductor-less power hungry amplifiers is not feasible. Using inductive loads in 

differential pair amplifiers or transformers is possible to get gain with limited power 

budget at expense of area. However, using only inductors as a load is high gain but 

narrowband solution.  

 

 

Figure 22 – Buffer amplifiers with inductive loads. Using only inductor (a) 

provides high narrowband gain which can be broadened using Q-reducing series 
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resistor (b). Extra speed can be achieved with neutralizing capacitors (C3 & C4) 

from input to output (c). 

 

Reducing Q of the load with an extra series resistance helps to broaden the 

bandwidth. Extra speed is possible to get using neutralizing capacitors from input to 

output as depicted in Figure 22. Practical systems often employ a tuning capacitor 

bank or a varactor to maximize gain.  

Estimated power and output swings of single stage inverted amplifier and 

differential pair amplifiers are presented in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Buffer bandwidth, gain, amplifier power and output swings. Last two 

rows represent fixed frequency and trace capacitance (C). IB is the bias current of the 

amplifier stage and RP is inductor parasitic series resistance. 

 CMOS inverter Differential pair 

amplifier with 

resistive load 

Differential pair 

amplifier with 

inductive load 

Bandwidth Wide Wide Narrow 

mm frequency 

gain 
Moderate Low High 

Power 2CVDD
2
f IBVDD IBVDD 

Output swing VDD IBR IBRP 

Power per swing      

 
       

     

 
 

Normalized power 

per swing 

 

 
 1 

 

 
 

 

 

Inverted amplifier power dissipation is proportional to the load capacitance it is 

pumping at frequency f. Differential pair amplifiers power is their proportional to 

bias current. Inverter amplifier achieved large signal swing whereas the differential 

pairs swing is limited by the load voltage drop. Comparing topologies with fixed 

frequency, resistive load differential amplifier has the highest power consumption 

and the other two have a decreasing term in denominator in power per swing 

equations.  [63]. 

4.5. Frequency Dividers 

Frequency division is one essential function in any modern PLLs and LO distribution 

networks. In PLLs the output frequency is generated with a VCO and it is fed back to 

the PLL through frequency divider tree which brings the output frequency down to 

input reference oscillator frequency. First divider in the tree has to cover the whole 

VCO output frequency range with some margin while being able operate on the 

output voltage swing of the VCO without consuming too much power. Besides 

power consumption and bandwidth, also center frequency, area and output swing are 

important performance parameters. Bandwidth is often expressed as fractional 

bandwidth defined with Equation (14). 
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(

14) 

In the equation, fhigh is the maximum frequency and flow is the minimum frequency. 

Figure of merit of a frequency divider is defined in Equation (15) which also takes 

into account the input signal power because frequency divider bandwidth is 

dependent on input signal strength [64].  

 

      
                    

               
 
   
    

           (

15) 

 

In the equation PDC is the power dissipation of the divider, Pin the input signal power, 

fin and fout are input and output frequencies representing the division ratio. Frequency 

dividers are often characterized with sensitivity curve which shows minimum input 

power required for proper operation as function of frequency. [15, 64] 

Frequency dividers can be categorized into two groups, static and dynamic 

frequency dividers. Static dividers are broadband and have high power dissipation 

whereas dynamic dividers behave vice versa. Some frequency dividers not only 

divide frequency, but they also provide I/Q output signals, making them much more 

versatile especially since broadband I/Q generators are not easy to implement. 

Modern systems are becoming more and more broadband forcing to use static 

dividers but since they consume a lot of power, a switched topology of multiple 

parallel low power dynamic dividers can be an option. Moreover, static frequency 

dividers are generally not as fast as dynamic ones. [15].  

4.5.1. Miller Divider 

Miller divider is perhaps the simplest topology to understand in the eyes of a RF 

designer. The input signal is fed to a mixer which output is filtered and fed to the 

second input port of the mixer. In steady-state operation the output signal of the 

frequency divider is half of the input frequency. When input frequency is mixed with 

half of its own frequency the mixer outputs 1.5fin and 0.5fin tones. Higher frequency 

tone is filtered out leaving only half of input frequency in the output. [15]. 

 

 

Figure 23 – Miller divider concept. Input frequency is mixed with low pass 

version of the mixed version which is half of the input frequency. 

 

To ensure correct operation, the feedback signal has to be strong enough or 

conversion gain high enough for the mixer and the filtering of unwanted signals has 
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to be sufficient. For example, Razavi proved that single order filter is not sufficient 

[15]. An example circuit is presented in Figure 24. 

 

 

Figure 24 – Circuit implementation example of Miller divider.  

Circuit is based on a double balanced Gilbert cell mixer which outputs are coupled 

into the RF inputs with C1 and C2 capacitors that set lower frequency limit. Upper 

limit is limited by time constant formed by load resistors R1 and R2 and parasitic 

capacitances and is usually large enough to suppress higher tone. [15]. 

Miller dividers are good option for mmWave circuits due to their low power, large 

bandwidth and good speed which are typically achieved with inductors. [65]. 

4.5.2. Injection Locked Frequency Divider 

Frequency division can be achieved with ILO which oscillates at the desired output 

frequency range. Injection locked frequency dividers or ILFDs operate much like 

Miller dividers, they mix input and output signal together and the mixer output signal 

is used to drive the ILO. Block diagram of ILFD is presented in Figure 25. 

 

 

Figure 25 – ILFD block diagram.  

Because the ILO oscillates at half of input frequency, the second mixing tone 

(3/2*fin) is inherently filtered out. Major limitation of ILFDs is their limited 

frequency range which depends on the ILO. Locking range is the same as with ILOs 

(Equation (13). As part in PLLs ILFD might cause problems. One problem is its non-

zero settling time as the ILO requires some time to lock to a new frequency. Second 

issue might arise from non-locking operation, if the ILO can’t lock to PLL output 

signal, the PLL will become unstable. Because of narrow range and use of inductors 

in ILO, the ILFD requires tuning capacitors to adjust to correct frequency band. 

However, the frequency of ILFD can be quite high making it strong candidate for 

higher frequency mmWave systems (>60GHz). [15, 66, 67]. 
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4.5.3. CML Latch Divider 

Current mode logic is the fastest logic type because the signals are current and not 

voltage in which the state transition times are limited by parasitic capacitances and 

transistor gain. Frequency division with CML can be implemented by cascading two 

D-latches and forming a negative feedback from outputs to inputs. Structure of a 

CML latch divider is presented in Figure 26 and latch schematic. 

 

 

Figure 26 – CML latch divider. 

 

Input signal and bias are brought to the divider with DC-block capacitors and 

resistors that prevent flow of RF signal to bias node. The flip-flops are driven with 

opposite clock phases and frequency divided differential output signal is available on 

either output of the flip-flops. Big benefit of this frequency divider topology is its 

ability to generate I/Q output phases. This operation would otherwise require lossy 

passive or power hungry active phase circuits for wideband systems.  

Common CML latch used in frequency dividers is presented in Figure 27. The 

latch composes of differential pair that tracks the input when the clock signal is 

positive, once the clock changes state the tail current source transistors (clock 

transistors) also change conducting state; tracking pair stop conducting and their state 

is transferred to latch transistors which save the state of the input signal while the 

clock is negative.  

 

 

Figure 27 – CML latch. The circuit has 4 parts: loads, input tracking differential 

pair, latch transistors and clock transistors. Every group has to have equal size 

components to minimize output amplitude and phase differences. 
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Circuit has a few design requirements and guidelines for wideband operation. 

First, the clock transistors have to operate in active/saturation region. If the drain-

source voltage of the clock transistors is too small, the output voltage swing becomes 

too small to switch the input differential pair transistors. Output swing of one output 

node of the flip-flop is approximately Ibias*R, because when one branch is conducting 

the output voltage of that branch is VDD - Ibias*R and in non-conducting state the 

voltage is VDD.  Second, the gain of the differential pair has to exceed one to enable 

self-oscillation of the frequency divider. Self-oscillation occurs when input (clock) 

signal amplitude is zero. Gain of the differential pair is roughly load impedance (R1) 

multiplied by gm of the differential pair transistors. In practice, the gain is designed to 

be about 1.5 to enable oscillation. There is not any benefit designing the gain to be 

much higher than the minimum gain for self-oscillation since the gain is generated 

mainly with differential pair transistors gm which depends on width of the devices 

and bias current. Too high bias current is just wasting power and too wide device 

result in slow operation as the transistors add parasitic capacitance to the output 

node. Speed is limited mainly by the output node time constant formed by parasitic 

capacitances and resistances and load resistance. Because latch transistors don’t have 

to have as high gain as differential pair, their width can be smaller down to half of 

the width of differential pair transistors. Clock transistor widths affect how well the 

input signal controls the switching of the differential pair and latch current. The 

wider the clock transistors, the better the input signal couples to the divider. 

However, the clock transistors load the preceding stage of the divider so their size 

cannot be exceedingly high.  

Ghilioni has estimated the maximum speed of CML latch dividers using load 

resistance (Ron), bias current (ib), differential pair’s threshold voltage and capacitance 

on output nodes (Cp). The maximum output frequency can be calculated by 

estimating the minimum time required for read time. Minimum time is the time when 

the differential output (voltage) of the flip-flop reaches sufficient level (Vsw) to 

change the next flip-flop’s state before the input clock signal changes. Switching 

voltage should be Vov√2 where Vov is the overdrive voltage of the differential pair 

transistor or Vov=Vgs-Vth. Maximum frequency’s period is the read time times two. 

[68]. 

 

              
      

         
  

(16) 

        
 

      
 

(17) 

Divider speed can be improved by decreasing the read time or decreasing the output 

capacitance and load resistance. Using smaller threshold transistor also helps. 

Load impedance can be implemented various ways. Presented resistive load is the 

simplest one. Resistors can be replaced with active loads using PMOS-transistors, 

which is quite popular method as their impedance can be tuned with gate voltage. For 

mmWave systems, inductive peaking methods are used because CML latch divider 

doesn’t achieve very high speeds. Even faster version can be made if latch transistors 

are omitted, effectively making the divider operate as dynamic (fast and narrowband) 

divider which, however, doesn’t provide I/Q outputs. This type of dynamic CML can 
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be modified to have very wide bandwidth by using PMOS-loads and modulating 

them with inverted clock signal. This method also halves static power consumption 

since the current flows only when the divider is in read mode, during hold mode, 

inverted clock signal pulls switches the PMOS load to high impedance state. [68]. 

 

4.5.4. Pulsed Latch Divider 

Pulsed latch frequency divider (PLFD) is a dynamic logic circuit based divider that 

can work at reasonably high speeds even without inductors. Operation is based on 

CML divider where the second flip flop is replaced with series of buffers which 

typically have much shorter delay. Removal of second flip-flop reduces capacitive 

loading on the input since there is only one clock transistor pair, and within the 

divider the flip-flop output node capacitances are also lower which is beneficial for 

maximum speed. Figure 28 shows example circuit of the topology. Flip-flop is the 

same as in CML latch divider with PMOS-loads. Buffers are PMOS-loaded 

differential pairs.  

 

 

Figure 28 – Pulsed latch frequency divider block diagram with example circuit 

implementation. 

Many papers have not been published about this topology but it can be a strong 

candidate for small silicon area, high frequency and wide bandwidth applications if 

power budget is heavy limiting design constraint and I/Q-output phases are not 

needed. [69]. 

4.5.5. Comparison 

To conclude frequency dividers, major performance parameters have been listed in 

Table 6 together with example published CMOS designs. Power dissipation is 

important for portable device applications, bandwidth always helps PLL and 

wideband systems design, maximum center frequency (noted as “Freq” in Table 6) 

indicates the overall speed of the divider. Finally, figure of merit gives some 

comparison number between different topologies. Only one example of PLFD was 

found so the characteristics are possibly different for modern processes which have 

higher fT. PLFDs poor FOM arises from big input swing requirement, power 

consumption. 
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Table 6. Frequency divider topology comparison with general characteristic and 

example designs.  

 Miller  ILFD  CML 

Latch 

 PLFD  

Pdiss 

(mW) 

Fair 1.6 Low 0.55 High 6.6 High 22.5 

BW 

(GHz) 

Fair 35.7-

64.2 

Narrow 46.4-

60 

Wide 26-60 Fair 21.5- 

37.8 

Freq 

(GHz) 

High  High 57 Fair 41 High 36 

Area 

(mm
2
) 

Large 0.156
3
 Large 0.017 Small 0.003 Large 0.015 

Process  65-nm 

CMOS 

 65-nm 

CMOS 

 28-nm 

CMOS 

 130nm 

CMOS 

FOMFD  8.906  14.96  10.3  2.16 

Example  [65]  [67]  [70]  [71] 

 

4.6. Frequency multipliers 

Frequency multipliers can be used to build LO distribution tree on very high 

frequency with smaller effort than designing an equally high frequency PLL. 

Moreover, at frequencies over 60 GHz, just the intrinsic capacitances of transistors 

approach to those of the VCO capacitor banks’ unit capacitances, making tunability 

of VCO and also design of PLL very difficult [72]. Key performance parameters of a 

frequency multipliers are power consumption, input and output power, frequency 

range, area and spectral purity. However, frequency multipliers are notorious for 

consuming a lot of power so their usage has to be thoroughly justified if power 

minimization of the multiplier is possible. On the other hand, if the VCO and the first 

dividers in the PLL divider tree consume a lot of power, using a frequency multiplier 

might actually save some power. [73, 74]. 

Perhaps the simplest way to implement frequency multiplication is to distort input 

signal and bandpass filter one of its harmonic tones. For example, to produce 

frequency tripler, the input signal can be former into a square wave and then output 

is formed from the third harmonic with a resonator. Table 7 contains some frequency 

multipliers for mmWave applications. All multipliers use relatively large area due to 

inductors, transformers and transmission lines which are used as resonance tanks. 

Power dissipation is more or less proportional to output frequency and output 

amplitude.  

 

Table 7. Example mmWave frequency multipliers with CMOS technology. 

Multiplication 8 9 3 3 

Pdiss (mW) 55 438 5.4 44.3 

Pin (dBm) -24 14.3 4 4 

Pout (dBm) -1.8 8.5 -5 -5.2 

BW (GHz) 46-52 88-100 50-60 51-70 

                                                 
3
 The whole test chip area, core area is smaller. 
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Spectral purity 

(dBc) 
-38 -31 -31 -31 

Area (mm
2
) 0.92 0.45 0.46 0.92 

Process 
65-nm CMOS 65-nm CMOS 90-nm CMOS 

TSMC 90-nm 

1P9M CMOS 

Reference [73] [72] [75] [76] 

 

Frequency multiplier in [72] uses massive amount of power and large input signal to 

produce strong output signal at very high frequency whereas design in [75] is low-

power but produces smaller output amplitude at lower frequency.  
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5. DESIGN EXAMPLE 
 

As an experimental part of this thesis, CML frequency dividers were designed with 

output buffers on Global Foudries 45-nm SOI CMOS technology [32]. The work was 

based on a LO-distribution tree covered earlier on chapter 3.3.4 and its circuits are 

referred as previous version chip’s circuits. The design flow started with device 

characterization. Then topology study was made on frequency dividers, focus being 

in various load configurations of CML divider. Three topologies were chosen to be 

designed to cover two mmWave frequency bands that are potential candidates for 

5G. These frequency bands will be referred as A (lower frequency) and B (higher 

frequency). Lastly, one of these topologies were drawn into a layout which was 

simulated with extracted parasitics.  

 

5.1. Device characterization 

Characterization of devices is important in designer’s work. It gives better insight of 

the performance of devices, confidence in models and optimization of device 

parameters is easier once performance test benches are established.  

 

5.1.1. Transistor 

To test transistor speed, its fmax needs to be simulated within sensible current 

densities (0…1mA/µm) and voltages (limited by supply voltage). Testing transistors 

with variable current density an example test bench schematic with current feedback 

can be used [77]. Input (gate) and output (drain) use bias-tees to isolate DC and AC 

signals. PORT0 generates a 50Ω source resistance AC-signal and PORT1 acts as a 

sensing load. Source of the transistor has zero-voltage current sense voltage source 

and feedback current source copies sense current. [77]. 

 

 

Figure 29 – MOSFET fmax test bench. 

In DC operation point iteration, the drain current of the transistor is controlled by 

IDS current source’s generated gate voltage and finally the currents on each branch 
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are equal. Then frequency swept S-parameter simulation is conducted and fmax is 

calculated from results by checking zero gain frequency of maximum gain parameter 

on each current density. fmax is the highest zero gain frequency over all current 

densities. 

An example result of a fmax simulation is represented in Figure 30. The sweep is 

up to 4mA per 1µm of device width but in practice the maximum is 1mA/µm as the 

gate voltage is at supply voltage rail at that density. 

 

 

Figure 30 – Example of simulated fmax as function of current density for 12µm 

device consisting of 12 1µm fingers. Solid line represents true fmax derived from Gmax 

parameter whereas dashed line represents maximum unilateral gain parameter. 

Once the transistor test bench is established, the transistor configurations can be 

varied to find an optimum one. Length of finger plays important role as too long 

finger results in too long source/drain (S/D) and too short increases width of the 

device in a way that the gate becomes too long. Extreme lengths mean unnecessary 

parasitics which degrade the operation. Optimum finger length was found by trying 

out various total widths and finger lengths. Results are listed in Table 8.  

 

Table 8. Transistor maximum speed as function of finger width with two total 

widths, and three fingers widths for body contacted transistor.  

Device total width 

and number of 

fingers 

Finger width fmax fmax,unil 

12µm/12f 1µm 423.9 402.1 

12µm/8f 1.5µm 274.8 273.8 

12µm/6f 2µm 205 205.6 

24µm/24f 1µm 427.6 396.8 

24µm/16f 1.5µm 272.6 278.8 

24µm/12f 2µm 205.7 216.6 

 

 

In this case the minimum tested finger length is the optimum one so all designs use 

this finger length. For the best performance, the transistor should have double gate 
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connection or in other words, the gate contacts should be on both sides of transistor. 

In schematic level simulation this nearly doubles the fmax. 

 

5.1.2. Resistor 

Passive devices can be characterized with much simpler setup consisting of 50Ω 

ports. With resistors, the effect of bulk bias is good to check by setting DC-level for 

both ports. Resistors designed for RF applications have smaller parasitics compared 

to regular resistors. Simulations of high resistivity polysilicon resistors show 

increasing imaginary impedance part at cost of real part with increasing frequency 

due to parasitic capacitance to ground. Therefore, it is necessary for high frequency 

applications to lengthen resistor slightly to compensate for the loss of real part. High 

current and speed applications are trickier because the resistor has to be larger in area 

to withstand the current and larger area has bigger parasitic capacitances slowing the 

speed. An example of this can be seen in Figure 31. Resistors input impedance’s real 

and imaginary parts are simulated on 4-bar 200Ω resistor where bar width is varied 

from 1µm to 4µm in a way that the length is also scaled to have total resistance of 

200Ω. As the device gets larger, also the parasitics appear more strongly as the real 

part of input impedance is shifted to negative imaginary part (capacitance). 

 

 

Figure 31 – 200 ohm resistor real (solid lines on top) and imaginary impedance 

parts (dashed lines on bottom) as function of frequency on four different bar widths 

from 1µm to 4µm. 

 

5.1.3. Capacitor 

Inductor and capacitor both have resonance frequency which limits the maximum 

operating frequency of the component since they change their impedance to opposite 

behavior (inductance to capacitance and vice versa) above resonance frequency. 

Depending on technology maturity, large passive components should be 
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characterized with EM-simulator to be used in circuit simulations. Especially for 

designs that have long interconnects and/or multiple inductors prone to coupling 

effects, the EM-simulations are mandatory to reveal effects that are not picked up by 

less advanced parasitic extraction software. Once the effects are known, 

compensation against parasitics is more accurate resulting in higher performance 

final product. EM-simulators are not practical to extract full circuits because the 

number of mesh cells becomes extremely large in small lower layer dimensions. 

Capacitor capacitance can be calculated from admittance parameter got from s-

parameter simulation results using capacitor impedance formula. 

 

   
 

   
          

  
  

      
  

    
   

  
   

 

 

Vertical natural capacitor was tested with two different configurations both having 

same 100fF capacitance adjusted with length and width. First configuration used all 

available metal layers and it is 6.9µm long and 8µm wide. Second configuration 

excluded two bottom layers and had to be 9.5µm long (38% increase in area) to have 

same capacitance. First capacitor has higher SRF due to smaller dimensions because 

any parasitic inductances are smaller. Nevertheless, the SRF is easily over 100GHz 

making capacitors of this size feasible to use in most of mmWave circuits. 

 

 

Figure 32 – VNCAP capacitance simulation with 2 different size but same 

capacitance values. Black lines represent a 100fF capacitor utilizing all available 

metal layers and gray lines a 100fF capacitor which doesn’t have two bottom most 

layers. Solid lines are result of capacitance calculation formulas absolute part, long 

dashed lines are the imaginary part and short dashed lines the real part. After SRF the 

imaginary part is positive meaning that the component acts as an inductor rather than 

a capacitor. 

Quality factor of the capacitors is simulated using resonator test bench which has 

an inductor parallel to the capacitor. The LC tank is driven with AC current signal 

and the voltage is sensed for analysis. First the frequency point is set and inductor 

value is calculated from frequency and capacitance.  
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Then 3dB bandwidth is analyzed from the AC-response and quality factor is 

calculated. The AC-simulation requires very high number of points to capture the 

center frequency accurately. In the simulations 10 000 points per decade was used. 

 

  
  
  

 

Capacitor Q-factor simulation results are presented in Figure 33. As the frequency 

increases the quality factor drops. Larger capacitor has more losses which leads to 

lower Q-factor. Q-factor is reasonably good but routing the capacitor increases losses 

and thus degrading the Q-factor. 

 

 

Figure 33 – Capacitor Q-factor simulation results for the two capacitors. Capacitor 

using all metal layers (black line) has higher Q-factor. 

5.1.4. Inductor 

Inductance is derived in similar manner as with capacitor using inductor impedance 

formula. 

 

          
   
 

     
   
   

  
  
   

 
 

     
 

 

SRF is tested together with Q-factor test bench in which a parallel capacitor forms a 

resonator tank and the center frequency and 3dB bandwidth is determined. SRF is the 

resonator center frequency with zero parallel capacitance. Multiple inductor 

configurations were tested since there is more design variables such as width of 

trace, diameter, number of turns and option to use ground plane. 16 versions were 

tested for SRF and Q-factor at 30GHz as listed in Table 9. 
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Table 9. Inductor tests for SRF, and inductance (10 GHz). Q-factor is measured on 

30GHz if the SRF is sufficiently high and with 15GHz on lower SRF inductors 

marked with italics. Making a 2-turn 100µm diameter 12µm wide wire inductor was 

not possible. Last two inductors have so low SRF that their Q-factor analysis was 

omitted. 

 

1-turn SRF 

(GHz) 

Q Ind 

(pH) 

2-turn SRF 

(GHz) 

Q Ind 

(pH) 

100µm, 4µm 148 3.53 210 100µm, 4µm 42 3.44 628 

100µm, 12µm 176 4.35 126 100µm, 12µm - 

200µm, 4µm 148 3.18 504 200µm, 4µm 17 2.9 1860 

200µm, 12µm 151 4.09 350 200µm, 12µm 19 3.94 1142 

↓ Groundplane ↓ ↓ Groundplane ↓ 

100µm, 4µm 133 3.06 213 100µm, 4µm 23 2.65 599 

100µm, 12µm 108 4.23 128 100µm, 12µm - 

200µm, 4µm 64 2.33 487 200µm, 4µm 10 - 1313 

200µm, 12µm 47 1.88 322 200µm, 12µm 8.6 - 668 

 

Inductance depends on mainly on length, width and thickness of wire and the longer 

the wire is, the more capacitance limiting the SRF. Ground plane decreases the SRF 

even further. Wider wires decrease losses resulting in higher Q-factor. Overall Q-

factor is still quite low so any inductive gain peaking cannot be expected to be very 

effective, especially with lossy routing to active devices.  

 

5.2. CML Frequency Divider 

A number of CML latch based frequency dividers were designed starting with body 

connected analog transistor used in project’s previous version of the divider. The 

divider was first optimized in speed while keeping the output amplitude in self 

oscillation at 200mV. Then the transistors were changed to faster digital floating 

body transistors and the divider was optimized again in a way that its output 

amplitude and power consumption is the same to get comparable results. Design 

optimizations were done manually by hand by changing the component values and 

making sure the divider oscillates at reasonable amplitude which in this case was 

200mV.  

In the test bench, the divider is loaded with 4.4fF on every output which is 

approximately the loading capacitance of the output amplifier used in the previous 

chip. Input signals are differentially generated with ideal voltage sources. When the 

dividers are tuned to cover desired frequency bands A and B, the tests are done with 

an output buffer connected to the output of the divider to provide realistic loading. 

The output driver used, will be covered in chapter 5.3 on page 63. 

Divider bias is formed with a diode connected current mirroring transistor of 

equal size to clock transistor. The biasing signal is filtered as depicted in Figure 26. 

The input capacitors (C2, C3) were implemented with VNCAPs to minimize signal 

distortion. Their sizes are 10µm x 7.3µm which is approximately 100fF when using 

all available layers. Filter capacitor C1 is a thick oxide capacitor which has much 

higher capacitance density at a cost of linearity. Its size is also about 100fF but its 
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size is only 2µm x 2µm. Resistors preventing the flow of input RF signal to the bias 

are high resistivity polysilicon resistors. Because the absolute value is not critical and 

there is no DC-current, the resistor can be quite small. Each resistor consists of two 

series bars and each bar is 0.5µm x 0.5µm which results in resistance of 900Ω.  

 

 

Figure 34 – Resistive load frequency divider flip-flop. 

 

Design for maximum speed was done in iterative manner by hand. For analog 

body contacted transistor divider, the flow is presented in Table 10. Transistor names 

are shown in Figure 34 – MD is the differential pair transistor width, ML is latch 

transistor width and MC is clock transistor width. Self-oscillation frequency is output 

preferred. Speed with sufficient amplitude was searched mainly by varying MD and 

ML transistors since they affect the output capacitance and therefore speed the most. 

Clock transistor has negligible effect (see iterations #4 & #14 effects) but the larger 

the clock transistor is the better the input signal couples into the divider. However, 

larger clock transistor loads the preceding source such as PLL’s VCO. Up to iteration 

#14, the load resistor size was kept the same but since the speed could not be raised 

any further, its length was increased from 1µm to 1.2µm resulting in 200Ω load 

resistor. Then extra 5GHz was achieved with more iterations. Finally, the current was 

scaled to have about 200mV output amplitude (#21). 

 

Table 10. Analog body contacted transistor divider design table. 

# MD ML MC Change fso(out) Vout Pdiss Δfso ΔVout ΔPdiss 

1 8 12.6 10.5 START 20.9 197 6.54    

2 8 14 10.5 ML+ 19.4 219 6.59 - + + 

3 8 14 9 ML+MC- 19.3 160 8.86 - - - 

4 8 12.6 12 MC+ 20.9 199 6.56    

5 12 12.6 12 MD+ 20.7 179 6.64 - -  

6 12 12.6 10.5 MD+ 20.7 177 6.62 - - + 

7 6 12.6 10.5 MD-- 22 207 6.47 + + - 

8 4 12.6 10.5 MD- 20.5 222 6.36 - + - 

9 5 12.6 10.5 MD+ 21.7 214 6.43 - + - 

10 7 12.6 10.5 MD+ 21.9 201 6.51 + - + 

11 6 11 10.5 ML- 24.3 169 6.41 ++ -- - 

12 6 10.6 10.5 ML- 25.1 154 6.39 + - - 

13 6 10.5 10.5 ML- 25.3 150 6.39 + -  
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14 6 10.5 12 MC+ 25.3 152 6.40    

15 R1,R2 = 170Ω → 200Ω 18.2 358 5.87 --- +++ - 

16 6 8 12 ML- 26.8 172 6.04 + -- - 

17 6 7.5 12 ML- 30 110 6.45 ++ -- + 

18 5 7.5 12 MD- 29.7 124 5.94  + - 

19 7 7.5 12 MD+ 29.8 100 6.02  --  

20 4.5 7.5 12 MD- 29.7 135 5.92  + - 

21 4.5 7.5 12 Current+ 29.7 215 6.57  + - 

 

 

Then the transistors were changed to digital floating body transistors and similar 

iteration was conducted. The iteration flow is shown in Table 11. Divider was less 

prone to oscillation than with analog transistors – iterations #9-11 and #17-18 did not 

oscillate. Nevertheless, speed improvement is evident. 

 

Table 11. Digital floating body transistor divider design table. Self-oscillation 

frequency is output preferred. 

# MD ML MC Change fso Vout Pdiss Δfso ΔVout ΔPdiss 

1 10.1 13.1 16.1 START 27.6 198 6.47    

2 10.1 12.1 16.1 ML- 29.7 175 6.45 + -  

3 10.1 11 16.1 ML- 32.1 136 6.38 + - - 

4 10.1 10.1 16.1 ML- 35.4 57 6.33 + -- - 

5 7 10.1 16.1 MD-- 32.1 112 6.24 - ++ - 

6 6 10.1 16.1 MD- 30.5 129 9.16 -- + - 

7 8 10.1 16.1 MD+ 33.4 95 6.27 ++ - + 

8 9 10.1 16.1 MD+ 34.4 77 6.30 + - + 

9 6 8 16.1 ML-  

10 6 9 16.1 ML- 

11 11 10 16.1 MD+ 

12 8 10 14 #7→MC- 33.5 90 6.24 + - - 

13 8 10 12 MC- 33.5 82 6.21 - - - 

14 R1,R2 = 170Ω → 200Ω 29 230 6.01 -- +++ - 

15 8 8 14 #12→ML- 35.9 125 5.89 ++ -- - 

16 8 9 14 ML+ 31.9 193 5.96 -- + + 

17 7 7 14 MD-ML-  

18 6 7 14 MD- 

19 6 8 14 #15→ML+ 33.2 160 5.82 - + - 

20 6 9 14 ML+ 29.9 216 5.88 -- ++  

21 8 8 14 #15→current+ 35.7 207 6.58  ++ - 

 

 

Starting dimensions were arbitrary except for 170Ω load resistor. Maximum speed 

with reasonable output amplitude was reached on iteration #15, the final iteration 

uses the same dimensions but larger bias current resulting in comparable power 

consumption and sufficient output amplitude. 

Conclusions table of the original, its optimized version and version with faster 

transistors are shown in Table 12. Divider with digital transistors is 70% faster than 
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original divider and 20% faster than maximum speed obtained with analog transistor 

divider. 

 

Table 12. Resistively loaded frequency dividers dimensions and performance in 

schematic level. 

Iteration 
(Unit) 

MD 
(µm) 

ML 
(µm) 

MC 
(µm) 

R 
(LxW µm) 

bias 
current 
(mA) 

Pdiss 
(mW) 

fso 
(GHz) 

Vout  
(mV) 

BW 
(fmin-
fmax) 

Starting 
point 

8 12.6 10.5 1x0.575 
(170Ω) 

0.1 6.54 20.9 197  

Optimized 
Body 
contacted 
FD 

4.5 7.5 12 1.2x0.575 
(202Ω) 

2.4 6.56 29.7 215 21.5 – 
36.5 

Optimized 
floating 
body FD 

8 8 14 1.2x0.575 
(202Ω) 

2.4 6.58 35.7 207 27-42 

 

The sensitivity curves of the two designed dividers were characterized, the results 

are illustrated in Figure 35. Anomaly in the digital transistor divider high frequency 

end is most likely from too good signal source. 

 

Figure 35 – Analog body connected and digital floating body transistor frequency 

divider’s sensitivity curves. Floating body FD appears to have very wideband with 

wide input swing. This operation is not possible in reality because the source is ideal 

voltage source giving very strong injection of input signal to the divider. 

This divider cannot cover the upper frequency band that is above 40 GHz so this 

topology is better suited for the band A. The divider speed had to be decreased a little 

to minimize input signal requirements to cover the whole frequency band. This was 

done by increasing latch and D-transistor widths to 10µm (D) and 11.5µm (latch). 

The simulated sensitivity curve is presented in Figure 36. The divider with output 

buffer dissipates about 17mW at the center of its bandwidth. 
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Figure 36 – Resistive load divider tuned to cover frequency band A. Sensitivity 

curve (solid), output signal amplitude (dot) and power dissipation (dash). 

5.2.1. Inductor load 

To get high operation frequency, the use of inductive loads is mandatory. In this 

case, the load has to have resistive part also to get correct operation point for 

oscillation. If no resistors are used, the drains of the latch and D-transistors are tied to 

VDD but when resistors are used, the voltages have freedom to move enabling 

oscillation. Oscillation frequency depends on the inductances and output node 

capacitances as explained in chapter 2.2.5 on page 23. The output capacitance and 

inductance have process variations so a switched capacitor tank has to be 

implemented between the outputs of a flip-flop.  

Divider flip-flop schematic is presented in Figure 37. Transistor dimensions are 

copied from digital transistor resistive load divider except for latch transistors which 

were increased from 8µm to 10µm to increase output capacitance to slow the speed 

down. During experimentation, it was found that without capacitors or with very 

small capacitors, the output oscillation frequency could easily be designed to 

100GHz.  
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Figure 37 – LC-tank load frequency divider flip-flop with tuning capacitor bank 

circuit. 

The inductor loads form a tuned resonator tank which Q-factor has been decreased to 

increase bandwidth with 300Ω resistors. Inductors themselves are minimum size 

(100µm diameter) and 10µm wide conductor symmetrical inductors with center tap 

unconnected. Capacitors in parallel with the inductor are designed to set the 

maximum resonant frequency and it is controlled to lower values with the switchable 

capacitor bank. The capacitor bank’s capacitors are 10fF which in reality is little 

different due to series switches implemented with PMOS transistors. Of course, more 

efficient solution, in terms of digital control, would be to use binary weighted 

capacitors, but this was quick and dirty tuning solution. 

The divider was designed to cover limited frequency bands in the band B with 

output buffers. Simulated sensitivity curves for minimum and maximum frequency 

settings are presented in Figure 38. Power dissipation of 29mW is much more than 

with resistive load divider, most probably because the operating frequency is much 

higher.  
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Figure 38 – Inductor load sensitivity curves (solid lines) with minimum (grey) and 

maximum (black) frequency tuning. Power dissipation (dashed lines) and output 

amplitude is also plotted (dotted lines) 

5.2.2. Active PMOS load 

The use of active load is very popular throughout the history of this circuit 

topology. Reason for popularity can be explained with tuning. The load impedance 

can be controlled with gate voltage of the PMOS giving valuable option to vary the 

self-oscillation frequency. For example, in PLL’s is it very important to have 

frequency dividers which operate within all VCO output frequencies and extra 

control enhances robustness of operation of the PLL. 

Transistor width were the same as the optimum values found with resistive 

divider. Load PMOS width was found by sweeping width and the bias current while 

keeping the PMOS gate voltage at 0V. The sweeps are presented in Figure 39. The 

divider operates faster with wider widths but at the cost of power consumption. The 

maximum speed appears to saturate when width is over 4.5µm so this width was 

chosen to be used in the divider.  
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Figure 39 – Load PMOS width sweep with bias current. Solid lines are the self-

oscillation frequency and dashed lines are output amplitude. 

Tuning the divider can be done in two ways. First way is to tune the load PMOS 

gate voltage, as the gate voltage increases the effective load resistance reduces 

making the divider operate faster. Second method is to tune the bias current. Latter 

method is preferred because the divider speed is heavily dependent on the gate 

voltage on low values. Figure 40 represents this issue. Most of the tuning range is 

below 50mV which is very small voltage and therefore very susceptible to voltage 

noise and coupling interference. 

 

 

Figure 40 – PMOS load divider tuning with gate voltage. Most of the tuning range 

is in low voltage end making stable tuning difficult under noisy environment. 

Bias current tuning values were designed to use the PMOS-load divider for both 

frequency bands since the speed of the divider can be quite high and tuning is 
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possible down to very low frequencies. The sensitivity curves on bias current values 

are presented in Figure 41. Bias current tuning values were 2.94mA, 3.16mA, 

3.37mA and 3.57mA. For current mirror bias current, this is very high but for 

prototyping, it works just as well as lower current which can be implemented with a 

smaller current mirror transistor.  

 

 

Figure 41 – PMOS load divider with current bias tuning to cover both desired 

frequency bands. 

The PMOS load frequency divider has wideband response which can be widened 

easily with tuning. The power dissipation is however, higher than with resistive or 

inductive load divider in this case.   

5.2.3. Noise and jitter simulations 

In system point of view, the noise analysis is critical to ensure sufficiently low phase 

noise of the LO signal. Poor phase noise performance of a PLL decreases dynamic 

range of a receiver and therefore maximum data rate and increases the PA output 

signal side-lobe levels.  

Phase noise and jitter of the three divider topologies were simulated using an 

input signal that is double of output oscillation frequency of each divider with 50mV 

peak differential amplitude. PMOS load and inductive load dividers were simulated 

with three tuning settings to give insight on the effect of frequency. Results of the 

phase noise simulations are presented in Figure 42. PMOS load has the highest phase 

noise and resistive and inductive load dividers have comparable phase noises.  
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Figure 42 – Phase noise simulation results on each divider topology: resistive load 

(thick line), PMOS load (3 tuning levels on solid lines) and inductive load (4 tuning 

settings on dotted and dashed lines). 

Phase noise is higher on higher frequency setting with the PMOS load and lower on 

the inductive load. Reason for this behavior is possibly frequency dependence of the 

Q-value of the resonance tank. Phase noise of PMOS frequency dividers is higher 

due to extra noise mechanisms induced by active semiconductor such as 1/f-noise 

and shot noise. In resistor and inductive load dividers, the noise coming from loads is 

mostly thermal noise. In a real SoC, substrate noise worsens the phase noise 

simulated here. 

Jitter simulation were done with transient analysis and jitter calculation tool. 

There are few measures of jitter such as absolute jitter or edge-to-edge or aperture 

jitter and periodic jitter or cycle jitter. Edge-to-edge jitter was used in this case. 

Edge-to-edge jitter is measured as the difference between expected clock signal edge 

and actual edge. Jitter simulation results for the three dividers are presented in Figure 

43.  

 

 

Figure 43 – Jitter simulation results. Jitter ranges from 50 to 200fs except for 

PMOS load frequency divider with highest frequency setting. 

As in phase noise results, the PMOS load divider stands out as the worst performer – 

at highest frequency setting. However, in lower frequency setting it has same level 

jitter as inductive load divider and slightly lower than resistive load divider. 
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5.3. Mixer Driver 

Dividers have to have output buffer to reduce loading in order to maximize divider 

speed. Because the divider frequency is not at the limit of the transistor speed, 

inductive peaking is not necessary. If power consumption is not an issue, a tapered 

inverter based amplifier can be used. In this case tapered inverter amplifier 

(schematic in Figure 20) was designed to drive 50fF capacitive load modeling mixer 

input capacitance. 

 

Table 13. Mixer driver device widths on each inverter stage 

Stage 1 2 3 4 

Width (µm) 2 6 8 12 

 

Performance of the buffer is presented in Figure 44. 1V peak-to-peak output 

amplitude is reached at 100mV on lower frequency end and 300mV on higher 

frequency end. 1V peak-to-peak to 50fF is roughly the requirement for a typical 

mixer on this process. The buffers dissipate about 20mW depending on input 

amplitude.  

 

 

Figure 44 – Output buffer amplifier performance on lower frequency (left) and 

upper frequency limit (right). The power dissipation is the two differential amplifiers 

combined figure. Output amplitude is peak-to-peak. 

 

5.4. Resistive Load Frequency Divider Layout 

Schematic level simulation give the result in more or less ideal situation or when all 

interconnects between devices have zero capacitance, delay, inductance and 

resistance. Drawing the layout of a device, extracting its parasitic components and 

simulating it gives the best guess on how the circuit is going to perform on a real IC.  

 

5.4.1. Frequency divider with available device 

The device used in the frequency divider earlier in this chapter used nominal 

threshold voltage device. However, this device was not available in the next 

available tape-out
4
. Instead, a high threshold voltage transistor had to be used in the 

                                                 
4
 Tape-out is uploading final design layout files to foudry before manufacturing.  
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frequency divider. Device widths were re-optimized: MD=12µm, ML=10µm & 

MC=26µm. The speed degraded 3GHz from nominal threshold transistor divider. 

 

Table 14. Device dimensions of previously designed nominal threshold device 

frequency divider and new high threshold voltage device divider which also has 

output buffers. 

Iteration 
(Unit) 

MD 
(µm) 

ML 
(µm) 

MC 
(µm) 

R 
(LxW µm) 

bias 
current 
(mA) 

Pdiss 
(mW) 

fso 
(GHz) 

Vout  
(mV) 

BW 
(fmin-
fmax) 

Nominal 
Vth 

8 8 14 1.2x0.575 
(202Ω) 

2.4 6.58 35.7 207 27-42 

High Vth 
& buffer 

12 10 26 1.8x1.28 
(198Ω) 

0.14 21.7 32.7 795 27-36 

 

Dividers load resistors were modified to withstand the bias current. Biasing 

network was done with small current mirror transistor to reduce unnecessary power 

consumption. DC-bias current of the divider at designed operation point is about 

8mA which is 2mA per clock transistor and load resistor. 

5.4.2. Layout critical parasitics 

Before layout is drawn, it is very important to know dominating parasitic effects. In 

this case it is easy to investigate by adding extra parasitic components to flip-flop 

schematic, sweeping the component values and observing oscillation frequency 

change. In more complex circuits such as RF amplifiers, this is more complicated 

since there are many other performance parameters to consider.  

First, parasitic components on cross coupled pair of the flip-flop was studied. 

Figure 45 presents the results for parasitic gate resistance, gate capacitance, common 

node resistance (MD/ML transistor source resistance) and common node 

capacitance. Resistance is added to the drain of clock transistor. Too much parasitic 

resistance can kill the oscillation altogether on the common node but on the gate it 

just slows the oscillation ramp-up which shows as oscillation termination after 50 

ohm for limited transient analysis time which was 10ns in the test bench. 
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Figure 45 – Parasitics sensitivity study on a cross-coupled pair of a flip-flop. 

Common characteristics to output amplitude and self-oscillation frequency are 

illustrated below the graphs.  

Capacitances slow down the operation but only the capacitance on the output node 

of the flip-flop slows the divider down significantly. On the common node, extra 

capacitance has little effect on the performance.  

Next, differential pair’s parasitics were studied. Output capacitance has been 

tested on the cross coupled pair already and the outputs are fed back to the 

differential pair’s gates so it is sufficient to study only drain, gate and source 

resistances and common node capacitance. Figure 46 presents the results. Drain and 

source resistances slow the operation until they completely kill the oscillation.  

 

 

Figure 46 – Differential pair parasitics study. Solid line is self-oscillation 

frequency and dashed line the output amplitude.  

Common node capacitance has interesting feature of small speed boost at few tens of 

femtofarads. Note the very small sensitivity to very large capacitance (simulated up 

to 100pF). 

5.4.3. Layout iteration 

Layout design was done by designing smaller circuit blocks and optimizing them 

individually and finally combining them to the frequency divider as they got 

finished. Design was done on basis of performance sensitive parasitics study – 

minimizing divider’s output capacitance and drain and source resistances.  
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Design started from cross-coupled pair. Metal stack consists of 11 metal levels. 

First layout iteration was done up to M10-layer and with it the fso was 27.8 GHz. 

Interconnects were made with relatively high metal layer (M8) to minimize resistive 

losses. In the second layout version, interconnect and pin levels were on much lower 

level (maximum M5) resulting in a bit higher speed: 28.4GHz.  In the final version, 

the cross coupling routes were separated from each other to reduce their cross-

capacitance. This modification did not increase speed but the output amplitude rose 

slightly from 912mV to 924mV. 

Next step was doing layout for differential pair and combining it to the cross-

coupled pair and load resistors. Supply voltage was brought from M9 (VDD) and 

M10 (VSS) layers. The load resistors were made into four blocks which have dummy 

resistors on the sides to symmetrize the resistors envinroment. Output nodes are at 

the side of the flip-flop on layer M6. The layout is presented in Figure 48. The 

oscillation frequency dropped down to 23GHz.  

 

 

Figure 47 – Cross-coupled pair layout iterations. Top left layout is first version 

with annotated pins and devices. For an untrained eye, the layout presentation might 

be difficult to interpret due to multiple stacked layers. To ease this, the layer colors 

were done following discrete film resistor component color codes where the lowest 

metal level (M1) is brown (gate metals around transistors), second lowest is red 

(interconnect between clock and cross coupled transistors) and so on
5
.  

 

                                                 
5
 M1: brown, M2: red, M3: orange, M4: yellow, M5: green, M6: blue, M7: purple, M8: grey, M9: 

white, M10: pink, (M11: cyan) 
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Figure 48 – Flip-flop layout (90° rotated). Brown areas on top of left dummy 

resistors is M1 layer metal to connect both resistors terminals to VDD. 

 

Figure 49 – Final frequency divider layout. Input is on the top, bias voltages top-

right corner and outputs on the bottom. Top left corner shows a zoomed area of the 

interconnections between the flip-flops with M6 layer hidden. 

 

Finally, the frequency divider layout (Figure 49) was done by connecting the flip-

flops and input capacitors. Flip-flop interconnections were done with quite narrow 

metal strips to minimize capacitances. After all, the signal between flip-flops is 

voltage and not current so series resistance is not a big issue. The sensitivity curve of 

the divider is presented on Figure 50. 
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Figure 50 – Final layout extracted frequency divider sensitivity curve. Output 

preferred self-oscillation frequency is 22.3GHz. 

Layout occupies 710µm
2
 excluding empty spaces and 1032µm

2
 (43µm x 23µm) 

including the empty corners area.  

5.5. Sensitivity Simulation 

Characterization of a frequency divider is time-consuming process, especially for 

layout-extracted divider. In characterization, the input frequency and input level is 

swept and the output frequency is observed in steady state condition. Simulating 

steady state response requires either transient simulation with long simulation time or 

periodic steady state analysis which might have difficulties converging, and even if it 

converges the time it takes to find solution might be as long as transient simulation or 

even longer. In characterization, exhaustive parameter sweep of every input 

amplitude and frequency of the divider is extremely lengthy process. Let nsim,ex, be 

the number of simulation runs for exhaustive parameter sweep, Vlevels the number of 

input voltage levels, fres the frequency resolution of the sweep and BWtest the 

frequency dividers maximum expected bandwidth. The total number of simulation 

runs needed is: 

 

        
              

    
     

(

18) 

 

To ease this process, a simulation script was made to minimize simulation runs. 

Figure 51 illustrates the algorithm. 
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Figure 51 – Sensitivity curve simulation – exhaustive sweep (left) and faster 

characterization script (right). Each dot represent simulated point and dark dots are 

closest simulation result to real curve. Arrows on right hand figure indicate flow of 

the script starting from the bottom. 

 

First, the self-oscillation frequency is simulated and then the lower frequency side of 

the characteristic curve is simulated. The input voltage is changed and frequency is 

lowered until the divider output frequency has enough error and the input frequency 

is swept again with new input level starting at previous level’s last working 

frequency. The last working frequency point is saved to an array together with other 

measured performance parameters such as power consumption and output amplitude. 

When maximum input amplitude frequency edge has been reached, the higher 

frequency side is simulated in similar manner. With this method, the number of 

simulations nsim,opt is approximately: 

 

         
     

    
             

(

19) 

 

Example in Figure 51 shows that exhaustive method needs 81 simulations runs and 

with script only 29. When accurate curve is simulated using small frequency step and 

many input levels, the speed benefit of scripted characterization is evident. 

Moreover, designer does not need to guess the bandwidth of the divider in frequency 

sweeps. Using the script however gives odd results if frequency step is too large with 

respect to curve steepness. Even more savings in simulation runs could be achieved 

by using adaptive frequency step such as binary search algorithm. 

 

5.6. Results 

Results of the three dividers are collected into Table 15. Resistive load divider suits 

best for lower mmWave frequencies, its phase noise performance is very good. 

PMOS load can achieve higher speeds at a cost of phase noise and power 

consumption. Inductive load dividers provide strong output signal and have good 

phase noise characteristics but they have large area and narrowband operation which 

requires tuning. High threshold voltage transistor frequency divider with resistive 

load was optimized for highest speed and layout was designed. Layout dropped the 
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output center frequency from 32.4GHz to 22.3GHz (10GHz reduction) so it cannot 

cover even lower frequency A band.  

 

Table 15. Simulated results of designed frequency dividers at schematic level. 

 PMOS load R load LC load (low) LC load 

(high) 

Frequency 

band (GHz) 

28 - 40.5 23.5 – 30 

 

33.6 – 36.2 

 

37.9 – 40.4 

 

 Band B Band A Part in band B 

Max input 

amplitude 

130mV@81GHz 70mV@47GHz 70mV@72.4GHz 100mV @ 

80.8GHz 

Maximum 

power 

31mW 26mW 31mW 33mW 

Minimum 

Output 

amplitude 

(diff. peak-

to-peak) 

700mV 960mV 920mV 960mV 

Phase noise 

at 1MHz 

(dBc/Hz) 

-110.6 -128.6 -126 -128.6 

 

The frequency dividers and any analog IC circuits have to be ultimately designed in 

layout that predicts the actual operation the best. In this case, the most probable 

solution is to use a PMOS load frequency divider on lower frequency band A and an 

inductive load divider on frequencies that the PMOS load divider cannot reach. 

Example of this is shown in Figure 52. PMOS and inductive load frequency dividers 

are embedded in a PLL in a switched fashion. Switches have to be on both sides to 

reduce VCO loading and prevent self-oscillation ringing at the divider outputs which 

appears when divider input frequency is outside divider bandwidth. 

 

 

Figure 52 – Example of frequency divider implementation in a phased array 

system with I/Q-mixing. 

The outputs of the dividers are buffered into power dividers that feed the differential 

I/Q-phases to receivers/transmitters I/Q-mixers. To compensate power divider tree 

losses and to provide sufficient amplitude to mixers, mixers drivers are added before 

mixers. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

Design of LO-distribution network for mmWave phased arrays is a broad subject 

requiring the knowledge of nearly all other RF blocks in the transceiver system and 

phased array systems in general. The importance of the design grows as the number 

of receiver/transmitter elements in the system increases. In the simplest system, the 

LO-signal is just split and buffered from a central PLL, but this is a brute force 

method requiring excessive power consumption reducing the overall system power 

efficiency drastically. To help reduce the power consumption, the distribution can be 

done on lower frequency. This eases the design of PLL but requires frequency 

multiplication before mixers, which also is generally a power hungry operation. 

Additional complexity to this problem comes from possible wideband requirement of 

LO signal that is required for channel tuning because high data rate channels have 

large frequency space between them. 

Overall performance of any system depends on the performance of individual 

blocks and the blocks performance depends on the circuit topologies and 

components. In extreme case, the limitations of LO distribution network blocks, such 

as the bandwidth and the center frequency of frequency dividers can affect the design 

in higher level RF system architecture. For example, if  a static CML frequency 

divider cannot be designed to high enough frequency to provide I/Q-phases, and I/Q-

generation using other methods is very difficult for given power and/or area 

limitation, the overall system might be forced to omit I/Q-modulation scheme.  

There is not necessary right or wrong way of implementing a LO distribution 

network as long as it doesn’t dissipate too much power, take all chip area, doesn’t 

take ages to design – after all the main purpose is to simply feed LO signal to mixers 

with sufficient phase noise. 
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